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What 1,3 COnposition? Although it has been defined many different
ways, composition is basically. the putting together of thoughts or
feelings in an intentional order, to convey a message to an audience.
Originating frorii the Old French word "composer," with "corn"
meaning ."together" 'and "Poser" meaning "to place," composition
the placing of ideas next to each other' The 4e ideas are without
media. They take form after they originate in the mind of the sender.
This form may be print, as in written composition; sound, as in
musical or verbal composition; or visual, as in visual composition.. ..

The important factor is not the medium, but the idea which one
wilifhes to communicate. The effectiveness of the communication is
net solely dependent on the itiedium-itself, but rather on how ,well
the sender use's a particular medium to put ideas' together. In
teaching, the concentration is on the use of the medium, usually
print, and on how the student synthesizes ideas in an intentional
order to communicate them to someone else.

Without meaningful communication with each oth'er, we live in
totallfscilation, unable to transfer knowledge from 'one to another
and, perhaps more iinportantly, unable to tell others how we feel.
Consequently, this act of composing is vitally important to all, not
just the ",,olrege.:bound student or the scholars. It is the ability to
convey complex thoughts and emotions to others that differentiates
man from other animals. This ability is also a need, a drive. When it is
'thwarted: ale individual becomes frustrated and seeksother Means
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to communicate. Often thesJe alternate ways are socially, and
personally destructive, taking theformof striking against the agent

leposition of non-communication. his is often seen'in schools as
frustration, the institution or individual,-Who puts a person into

unsuccessful students are oft academically frustrated,"
demonstrating their ;hostility either externally through 'disruptive .
actions or internally through withdrawaland passivity. Stfiool can be
a primary agent of this frustration because it demands constant
communication from students, but allows very little freedom in
choice of media for-the student to use in communication attempts.

4 4
Usually, the only medium considered worthy in academic sjtuations'
is print. If a student cannot compose print meaningfully, he or she is
unable to demonstrate understandings of the subject matter or to
share feelings with teachers. The result is frustration.

The major goal of teaching composition should be -to help
.students overcome this frustration. As teachers we can show Stu-
dents how'to compose their thoughts so that they-a-re able to demon-
strate their understandings to Others. Since we exist in an academic
society which values written composition above others, we also have
the realistic obligation of helping.students transfer their composing
ability from whatever medium they, are successful with to print.

It is a mistake to assume that because students are unsuccessfu
in school they are una0e to compote. They can. Indeed, they do so a
the time outside of the classroom. The teacher's task is that of
showing tudents that they can also communicate inside the class-
room. C nsequently; the teacher's riesponsibility is multifold. The
students have to gain. some confidence in' their own abilities and
know that they can be successful in the classroom. Then the teaches .
has to relate this success topther media, especially print. In short, the
teacher has to dealwithtomposittn as a process first, and then apply
it to a Particular medium. By d'aling with the process &composition
rather than just the product, the teacher ca R use any medium for
instructional purposes to illustrate how ide'asAan,be synthesized for
effective communication.

What Is'the Composition Process? In Onerdli we gb through various
steps when we compose. First, we have something .vire. want
communicarto someone elsei, our reaction ,to some stim,ulu



-school this step is usually artificial in that it is imposed from wi.thout
.." brThe teajilier. Ideally, this should not be so, but we do live in a

Jfk society in Which we often have to express ourselves on a topic on
demand, especially in school. Thus, the first Step in teaching
composition is to show students how to explort a given topic for
related ideas,, to help students put their thoughts and feelings into
words. Second, we eiperinvnt_Wetry a tentative'composition to see
what it looks like. At this point we are writing for our eyes only. This.
nas to be clone in a ver non rea ening way. is i. icu t enoug to
put bur thoughts: together the first time without the threat of
evaluation imposed on top of that. Thid, we clarify what we have
composed in a rough draft. During this stage we edit deleting some
statements, adding others; clarifying many. At this stage we are
'writing for someone other than ourselves. In many instances, this is
the last step. However, in school, where one is just learning the_
process,: there should be. some additional steps to complete the
instructional program. We. should share our composition with, a
sample audience. Too often in school the student is isolated ft.= the
audience and is unawaie oft not communicating clearly. During this

*stage, the student should test the effect of the composition on an
audie c eperhaps the teacher, or even better, peers. Consequently,
the s

t
udiEt knows exactly Where the communication broke down.

\ Then, we revise again, this time on the basis of what we learned from
the sample sharing. We try to clarify, those places where the
composition failed to communicate what we intended. Sixth, we
submit tl composition for final evaluation-. In school this final
evaluatio : is usually the teacher; in life it is the entire audience for
which thq composition was'intended. The difference between this
step and the sharing with the sample audience is that at this joint the
composition stands by itself; the composer cannot intervene to
clarify\and interpret for the audience. By this time the studynt should

.. be. confident that he composition alone will succeed in'
demonstrating thoughts and feelings. It should be:noted that
throughout these steps nb reference was made directly to print. This

. process surpasses eri37 partiCular medium. On this assumption, the
following ideds' focus on relating_ visual composition to written .
composition.

4I ,
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.Why Use Visuals To -.Teach Composition? First, students are very
familiar with visual 'Media, of only have they spent much oltheir
waking life in front of tele sion, but they are constantly bombarded
'by visual messages outside of school. However, school provides an
artificial world in that there is relatively little visual stimulus and

an overalJundax of print: This is fine for those students who' cli>

well in such an atmosphere, but 0 is devastating for those who see
themselves partially or completely alienated from this print world.
These students, an-the other hand, often react favorably A) vis°tWS..

After initial hesita }ion, usually caused by their prior frustrations
with print, these students relate well to visa stimuli because they
Piave had many successful experiences with them in the past. The
teacher's task at this point is to allow-the students' confidence frorn
experiences outside the school to come forth inside the classroom.

Second, visuals,give the class a common experience to which all

the students cln react. Class discussions are usually based on some
experience the teacher assumes all the students have had. Often this
exp'iriente is a reading assignment or, in composition, a sample

written work or series of written eRercisgs. However, those stu-
dents who will not or cannot relate, to print have not participated in
this eipfrience. Consequently, they are unable to share in the clan*

iscussion of the conceit and "fail" again. The use of visuals as the
common eiperience helps overcome this problem since nearly atl of

.the students can relate to this medium. They an/ able to do so both
because of theirtfamiliarity with if and because it is less abstract than
print. They car?. mmediately see the concept under cliscussiortand do

not have to translate from print to visual or deal with the concept on

a purely,print level. Since the goal of the instruction is understanding
of the concept, removal of as many barriers betweerrthe concept and
the student is vital. Once the composing technique is understood,
then the teacher can help the student work with it in other media,
especially print; constantly showing the relationships .amcing the

media.
What Is the Relationship BetweenSestai and Written Composition? When

we use visuals to teach concepts sych as organization in composition,

we eventually ask students to transfer their understanding of the

process in one medium, visual, to application" fn another medium},

10
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print. If such a transfer is possible, let alone product1ve as a means of
instruction, the processes Must be essentially the samefin both
media. It may bkbeneficial to draw ditect parallets between vigual and .
verbal composition to illustrate the rklationship. Boths single word
and a single picture are ambiguous.; githertaken in isolation nay haVe
ivarietrof meanings to an audience. "Freedom," for example, holds
one Meaning for a prisoner and another for a college professor: While
the first may want to-escape from the prison wallsad have the right
to walk down a street, the other may see "freedom" as the right to
publish what one wishes and teach as one Sees fit. Similarly, the
piftpre of a bird may also be igterpreted/differently by these two
inl-vicluals..The prisoner may see tile bird as a symbol of freedom

r while the professor may see it as%an object of study.
To reduce the ambiguity the composer puts the word'oppieture

in context with other words or pictures, theteby imposing lrmits on
the range CT possibS interp'retations. This step involved first
explorA,the range of possible words opictures that go with the
specific one. Once the appropriate context is sel'ected, the composer
h to arrange it so that it communicates what is intended. In short,
t composer goes through the compeping process with either the
word or the picture in order to give it real meaning to an audience.
"Freedom" may result in a brief statement for academic privile
while the pfcture of the bird may be.part of a visual of an eagle scaring
high above and beyond the towers of a prison wall. Both take On
,meaning because of the total composition; the .composer in both
instances works, through the same proceSs of selection of an idea,
experimentation, clarification, re-composition, and delivery to an-
audience. In both instances, someone has put ideas together to /)
communicate an idea o\a feeling to an audience.

k.

4

A

Overview of Format
One of the major issues in the teaching of ritten composition

revolves around the question of whether one sh9ld teach various
types of wilting, such as narratiotc, exposition, analysis, etc:, or
present the student with different kinds of topiCs which call for the
various types of writing. The disadvantage with the first approach is

11
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that it tends to, break the composition proCess doWn artificially; it
$ focuses too much on the type of writing involved and not enough on

the derail process of writing: By emphasizingothe type of writing,
-erthe teacher is tempted to isolate the. different modes when, in fact, ,

there is considerable overlap among them. However, by relying
_ . solely on th7e-topic todictate the type of writing called for, the teacher,

often makes the tragic assumption that students can recognize
naturallN *hat is required in_ a comrosition situation. This is

4/ especially evident when /e ask 'students to analyze a piece of
literature.. Usually, wheri we ask this question, we expect the
students, to give' us, a brief plot summary, chafiCter analysis,
indication of the Plot 'structure (e,.g., exposition, mounting conflict,
climax, denouement), statement of the theme, and an indication of
how the author uses the language to bring out the variws elements.
We often find in the 'students' work a-narretiverecapitulation of the
story: While one ask for an'analytical essay, we receive i narration, .
Why? One, reason may be that the student is unable to pick out the
various analytical elements. If this, is the case, howesier, all of the
preceding classes explaining and discussing these elements have been
.wasted. A more plausible reascin maybe that the student juSt does

, not know how to write an analytical essay. He does.not know what
questions to deal with or how to 'state them in written form.

In this book I attempt to reach e Addle ground by dealing with
the teaekting of written composition under three categoriest'

"/Geheral.(those aspects Which are pertinent to 'all writing)

'Narration (those aspects which r$sult in either a narration
piece of persoplICreatiVe writing)

)

Exposition (those aspects which it 1p a writer explain n idea
or analyze a process).

In doing this I have expanded two modes of writing, narration
and exposition, to Include other types where there is considerable
,overlap in composition 'techniques. Under each of these three areas

general, narrationand exposition I have attempted ro describe
various,visuallyroriented activities4i they fit in with the composi-
tion process called for by the various types of writing. I have sag-

1
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gested several activities to help students develop specific skills and.
then suggested aPplicttion of these skills in a complete compOsition
before moving to another' satOrf skills. Tht continuallwIlows the
student oppor4unities to apply the skills in full products rather than-

. seeing them just as isolated exercises. In doing.this,'however, I am
not presenting the teacher with a Lolly developed composition
coutse. Rather, I am attempting to explore the composition proceses
involve,d and present some classroom activities which the teacher
may use to helplais' or her students become more aware of the
pfoce.ssgglit is left up to the teachertb deVelop thecourse; but I hope
these suggestions and exOlorationi help with this development. In
the last section of the book I pdse a few suggestions about gradi
students' efforts in composition. I feel these comments areimpdrtan
as they separate grading from instruction. If a. student is graded
directly on the exercises used for iristructional purposes, the stu-

)

dent will usually not take a risk and try new ideas Ottnethocls of
expression. Rather,'the student will,be tempted to stay with the old, '
the familiar ways of:stating ideas. However as teachers of composi-. .

tion, we want students to 'feel free to exTeriment w-fth Style and
ideas. Consequently, we should separate evaluation''from insfuc-.
tion, as suggested in the lest section.

The following activities, ar suggested 6 demonstrate how
teachers may:explore thecomposition procesS with their students.

activities area myriad of ideasto help them show studenis,lew
4

to ornpose their thoughts and communicate them to others. I have
raPowenced the activitie§ so that they follow the composing process
involved under three' categories: general, narration, exposition.
Some of the_ activities are designed for full eliss work; others,for
small irbups;'ana others for individual efforts. Some aillAnties are
meant for short work efforts over several. days;. others- for full
periods of concentrated work. All are meant to be adapted- by the
individual teacher to rit his or her own concekof the-compositioh
process and his or her own classes:

However, after studetshave vtorked with a particular skill; the
teacher shottld have them use that skill in a completdoinposition
following the steps outlified earlier: reaction to stimuluS,experirneri ,
Cation, writing a rough dfaft;sharing, revising, and submitting.

13
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tt The composition process involves several steps: perceiving an
idea; reacting to tliat idea, categorizing thoughts about. the ides,

......-,

putting these;houghts into a sequence, and finally desCri,binliese
thoughts to an audience: In this chapter;wew,,ill explore each of these
steps in ts,rms Of what they might require of the comPtoter and hovV .

the teacnr ightiorganiz some experiences for the student to
concentrate the various stepolecause these steps also pertain to

- ,

loth narration and exptgition, they may be treated again under tharle
''''rr I

headings. . . -. ,
. k .6

Perceiving the Stimulus , ,,

-t. ."'
Many theoretical disserfations and books have been written on -

this complex topic of how we perceive thg woiltd, and what fortes
mold oui perceptions of both physical, realities,- such as events and : -
scenes, and intavgible states,' such ps personalities of other people.
First, there is._iloisuch thing as objectivperception: We cannot ariew- li
the world as/separate from ours'elves. Each one of ussees the world in

,,-... a uniqlie oth physiologically and psychologically. Our brains .
' do'not regist everything that hits Ott retina of our eyes-. The mind

selects..only' ose things which hold some meaning" for us, and '6- ,.

.Ineglects those hich are eithe'r_unimportant at the present time or
which are completely alien to'pait experience ljnless a conscious,,
effort is made tot iternizeeverything in a rooth, a person probably
perCeivetvery little.of what is actually Mere. Try it. Close stout eyes I.

' w

.

k.
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arid fist everythin you saw Apt a section of the room. Then take a.gilbd
look around andlibmize everything you see. Those items whici3,you
did not ,notice liefore were there, did strike your retina, 'but you did- .-

nOtserceive,them. One of the first efforts in teaching composition
should be to show students the individuality of their pe'rceptions and

- help them become more aware of the world around them.
. .

-, ' . At the beginning of class haV'es the students ap 'to the . . ,
1 'windows and silently look out.Aftef about'two minutes (any

,

longer and they start getting giddy), ask them to go back tothei; .. 4 .

seats. 1\16-w have-them list everything they saw out the Window
(without taking extra looks). After th haNie done this (about
five minutes),' place them in smal gro s. and ve them
compare lists. Have each group re rt bac s deter
about ten minutes, describing t found ''
between the various lists. After t e 'rep eight ask, ..-
'why the differences exist even though rzeryone Was viewing
the same scene al the same time. , -'

- , . -. -
, -,

As a variation to this' actiVity-ybu might have..st'udents test. and
:%.

of 'the
., ., , .icompare inett perceptions or itne aetans in a picture.' .

picture.

-. Quickly flash a on the screen (akut twilfseconds). Mk,. . , .
each student to list everything he saw in.the slide.-After they
have finighedithis list, ask them to draw.a line um:16r thelast
word. in the list. flaSh the slide do the screen again. Repeat the.
listing of what the .students s w. Do this several time's, thetl

the slide on the screen a go over the list. First, have stu-
dents compare their lists wit the slide, checking-for errors,Aild.
qmissions. They 'should inak note of but sliould not, Singe

Their lists. Divide 'the class into small groups, about
three. tofive in a group. Have the students compare_their lists .."
with each other, checking for differences, perhaps at different '
times the slide was Qas,hed.Finally, have thAtudents diScuss
some possible reasonsfor the discrepazies among'their lists,
Such as different interests different locations in'the room, etc.
This exercise could be tEpeated again ff you,-wish to ,help
students improve their petce'ptions. Asthey practice, they
should become more adept atAuickly locating details in the

'slides.

Our perceptions depend on our previous experiencb%pur
present needs, and our future interests and goals. We perceive tlose

frfil,

.
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things with which we are already partly familiar.ln order for our
minds to absorb a .percept, there has to be some mental context or
"set" into ryhich, Airs-percept can lit. If we do not.lave this set, the
percept is lost. In short, we have to be looking for what we see. We
musthavehad some prior experience with the item or a similar itein

kit to zegistey. In addition; if we are going to maint in the percept,

or item, in our conscious minds, it has'to hold,some lation to our

retit and future needs. It/has to be meaningful. en I read a
sPctrts page, for example, I: do not remember- the statis s sf the
individual players, but only the team stores and the key events of the

gaines discu4sed. The individual records hold little interest for me.
0n the other- hand, my brother-in-law has a great interest intbeie
statistics and remembers thein indefinitely. We both perceived the

4 same data but because' of our different interests we remember
,ct1fferent aspects of that data. When a teacher walks into a tixim, he

or-she might notice conditions such As the amount of board space
available, chalk in the chalk tray, the presence of a screen, shades on

the windows, any machinery which might be there, the mibility of

. the desks. On the other hind, when a student, walks into the same'

moth, he or she might take note onlyof where the students' desks are-
in relation 'to theoor and the teacher's desk. All see the sameroom,
but each perceives it differently, depending_ on individual interests.

-
Assign differenl students different roles some may be

teachers; others,"ptincipals; Tell each student to examine the
room from the point of view of thgassigned role. After two or
three minutes of looking, have the students sit and list what they
saves Once the lisfs are completed, ask the students to get into
small groups, one representative of each role being present'in
each group. 'The -small groups should compare the various lists
and discuss reasons for any 'differences.

Perception is influenced both-by our internal state and by the
environment, surrounding theobjet pet5eived. When we _view a
three -foot object next to a one -foot object, The first object will lOok

large: However, if we place that same object.next to a twenty-foot
object, it will probably look small. The object has not changed, only its
environment: The same is true in even moil abstract instances.
Something that may be humorous in one situation:such as tripping

814
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over.a chair,..may be tragic in a other. This is also an important
concept for students to'learn as it, presents another major influence

' eon the way we petceive the world. In additionto situations which
may be hinny or tragic, dependig on circumstances, those instances,
which have nfeaning In themselves, such as a photograph, can take -.
on a different meaning when placed in different environments, even.,
when suppogeclly separated from those other environments. ,.

This activity requires the use of about three to,,five still
pictures of different people in different situations, such as an old
woman, young couple talking quietly, men at war, young child
frolicking in a field, and a reflective young woman. Hold all but: .'
the picture of the reflective young girl in your right hand, In
your left hand hold the, picture of the girl. Divide the class into
mall groups of three to five each. Moving from group to gitouR, .
stow the members of each group two pictures, the picture of theX.
girl in your left hand and one of the other-pictures in your right
hand. As you display the pictures for one group hold them so the

0 other groups cannot see.them. As you move from one group to
another, change the .picture in your right hand but keep the
picture of the girl in your left. By the end of the showing, each
group should have seen the picture of the reflective girl in your
left hatiloand one of the other pict'uresin your right hand. As you
show the piciures, aslc each.group to list a number of words or
phrases to describe the girl in .your left hand (e.g., What is she like?
What is she thinking? How does she feel?). 'After each group haS done..,

this, ask each group to write,its phrases on the board. .Many of
> the phrases froin any one group will probably be different from

4 those of the other groups. Ask groups to explain why they chose
these phrase and compare the rea'sems cited. Many of the
choices and tice.reasons will reflect the influence of the pictures
in your right hand even, thou ,tivai groups were asked to
describe just the girl. Follow this x.ercise by asking the class for.
other examples of how their per eptions are influenced by the
environment in which they see t e object.

These activities focus vn the expiration of what perception is
and on how uniquely'each of us Views Ithe world. There is, however,
overlap in our perceptions. Otherwiset we would never be able to
share experiences with others. StudentAshould realize this as well. It
is also important at this time to begin to vtress awareness of sensory
experiences In this regard the teacher shfuld coritentrate on having

or
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students explore their perceptions with all of their senses,, including

smell, hearing, taste, touch,. as well as sight. f

Use "smellies" to heighten students' awareness of their

sen of smell. Take several opaque jars with lids (35mm film ,

can work well for this). and put things jike cinnamon, cloves,
-vapqr rub, etc. inside and cover. Ask for volunteers to participate

in the smelling experiment (four should be enoughAn the
beginning;.,otl)ers will come later). Have each volunteer in turn
smell the contents pf the jar with eyes doped, trying not to

, Identify it so much as trying to imagine what it smells like. Ask

questionsiiich as: What does this,smell remind you,o17:Whit cliff-you

remember aboit the first ante you ever smelledjaliow do you feel about this

smell? Does ittitiak you feel comfortable? *tire? Tense? Nauseous? Repeat

this with psthNivolunteers and then With other smells. The

. effort is to Have the students relate the sensation of smelling to
theirimagery of previous experiences and fielings. This kind of

actikity can be conducted wit14;fier sensorfitedis as Well ("feel-

'. ies," tastes, sounds, etc.).
.

After (tudents begin to use their sonse\ms ore fully in perceiving

what is going dh araind their% and after they begin to understaAd

Individuality\ofTerception, the teacher should move on to having the

students look\for details in what they perceive. In perception we first

recognizeosomething because it fits a general concept We already

have in our minds. The next step is to use the specific percepts to

modify and expand the general concepts. To do this we have to take

careful note of the details of the specific things so that we use these

details to ibroaden. our perceptual experience.- ,

mb 4
Using the overhead projector- helps students pick out

( g eral characteristics of objects and then move to more specific
descriptions. Place simple tw-dimensional objects like keys,
paperclips, scissorsTetc., on the overhead projector and-show on

the screen. lave students identify and deicriiie the various
objects. Move from - these' easily discernible iteins to moire

difficult ontt's which-will require a goociAleal of imagination to
identify. These latter objects should be mote three - dimensional,

A such as balls, emlass,es, etc.,Again, have students identify and

describe what' they 'think they see on the screen.

"s

Once students are comfortable using their senses to perceive

and describe "-real" objects, the teacher,could move to using senses to
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pick out detail in "repiesentative" items. When we view the world
directly, like looking out the window or smelling a roast cooking in
the oven, the individual senses are struck directly. However, when
we look at a picture only our sight is used directly. Yet, the appeal of
many picttires is not only to our vision), they als hold appeal for our
senses of touch, taste, hearing, and feeling-as wen. For example,
when looking at a good -photograph of a rune g brook, one can
almost "hear" the rushing water or "taste" the fr sh, clean coolness.
In these cases our senses are used indirectly and in relation to the
details we can discern with our eyes. We have to "imagine" the other
senses. This act of imagining sensory perceptions is not confined to
the.viewing of pictures, but it is always active,' stimulated by many
different senses., For example, sometimes we will smell something
4nd then envision what iflooks like. As students become adeplat
primary or direct perception, they should be guided in ,using their
imaginations to mote fully perceive things which strike only one
sense directly.

-4.- Display a-pieture-which-h es-appeal-fer-it't ore-thanone sense.
Pictures of°. bells ringing, pies cooking, '. waterfalls, Crowets,:,
screaming, etc should help with this. As students examine this
picture, "ask,them to list the sounds they "hear," the things they
"smell" or."feel," and what they can "taste." After they have
finished their lists, discuss the various senses imagined; concen-
trating on one sense at a time. At this point you might also ask
students to cite details from the picture which heighten their
sensory perceptions other than sight.

Thus far, the students have been devilloping their abilities to
receive impressions from their environments; both directly and
indirectly. In addition, they have been discussing some of the
processes involved in this perception. Now it is tirne'for them to
begirt communicating their perceptions to others, to brainstorm
aboue their sensations. r
Reacting to Stimulus"-

Oitaawe omit These steps in the composing prbcess beciusewe
.take it forgranted that studknts can go through them easily. These
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are.stages that many writers go through almost utomatically. Once ,
presented with a topiC, what does the composer dO with it? He or she

explores it taking it and lookirig at it from many\ different angles
until something can be Said about it. The more narrowly the topic is
defined in the beginning, the less room'for variation-Most composi- ,,

4
tion topics, however, are very broad. in , sometimes the verA_

:broadness presents problems for many udents. The parameters are
too wide. What can 'Orie say about a topic as broad as"Love"? Usually,
the teacher believes the 'student is receiving a favor when a general

. toAc is assigned in which there is a good deal of room for individual

interpretation.etation. This is -true only when the student knows how to
attac uch a 'topic. Before we can be sure students have this knowl-
edge, we Should t'ake' 'them through the steps involved_ brain-
stOiminge categorizing, and stating the main idea.

Brainstorming. The- -irs4 move' in 'the attack is" to let one's
,

imagination roam, brainstorm. Given a topic, one has -to free-.
associate, considering every possibility that comes tomind. This rrrty
sound Obvious to most, but many students attack a problem in just
the opposite manner:Given the topic, they immediately try toifind
the one aspect they will use as the basis for th,eir composition. They
may not know how to brainstorm; they may be unwilling to take the
time for it; or they are not given sufficient time for brainstorming. '

'Show a-picture to the class. Ask the students to call out any
. , - t. . . a, ideas that come to mind without 'worrying about how they

might follow those ideas or about how absurd those ideas may
sound. As the students call oot their ideas, list them on the board '

.4 or on an overhead projector". ,...
, v

111., .
Categorizing. After exploring the many ways a topic may be

viewed, one *rnuit..edir those thoughts. At this point the student
makes v ribus decisions as t which ideas to keep for further
consid ation; those to drop; and those which may be redundant or

,
subordinate to others. , . - I

,,,

..once the students have nearly exhausted their ideas in the
previous activity, stop: them and ask which of the ideas listed
might go together and which might be dropped from the list. At

.---- .
this point ypti might find some items more general than others,

- so you can _list a few under one or two of the more all-
. I
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encompassing ones. Throughout this activity and.at its conclu-
sion explain, the process so the students are made Opticitly

saware of how to go about brainstorming a topic and cate -
gorizing their ideas for further development.

In addition to being able to explore the ideas a single stimulus
might bring forth, it' so important for stddentsto learn how'to
draW rel onships am various stimuli and then brainstorm from
these. relati nships. Not only are, students-often required .tp draw-,
relationsh' among various ideas in school, such as- l:Peteen a,
charatter's actions,in a novel aildb,the theme-4 the noveld,but they
also do 'this ,continually outside of sehool, such as determining ,

personality trorn.what they 'see d:_person dbing. Tkability,to draw
relationsliipsis even more important in tvms of the student's total

/ reattioroo'sChoql. For learning tialchie,aningf4the student hafte
see the rektionships betWeen.what is Vainedin.the'clasiroom and

!` life in the_world2o -,

,; 1: : '13riing. in there-clif(ereni.objer"is,such.as an old shoe, a hat,
and."4 umbrella. Ask. your studets What the- fetationship"

t '-'' among these,,threkobjects might bte.,,Listthe students' Ideas on
... the. board or ark everhpad4rojecter as,they 'cbine forth. After the' .. .

. . . ideas Vegin 16 slivincIL ask tbcclags.to. descrith article in,
detail Mcliadirig-the ya"Cious functibils-of the'at.' After they
.dp fifis,503k the students if Illey,tliave arly, mort_sugie§tions

.'After
, ' , . gabout.lh, relalfonship 'among the articfes. (Sometiihes kfter 1-

i,- :, ...describing die. Copt:orient details the students wH _seelmore
areas The Objects have in tommoh.) 'Again, explain heW 'the

,.. ,:students. drew relatiiiniNPS Along the. objets. and. brain-
,.

. .
, Igo:ruled tor ideas. ,, ., . ,

, .
., . Staling the Main- Idea., So far. we haw been condentrating on

. . .
4 ., ex.ploring tcipies. categor.izing ideas, add seas. cling out-relationships

ainong stip-AC:Once thestudents ar,e.abtre Gill° thiL, they aie ready
4

fo- moNie tcrthe.hixt,sieyceXpiassing,the gliinidea.'of a series of
related thouihts.-They:hvive had practice with this'in the previous
activities, but they have net dealt.,wiih theprobleniefactUally stating
the maip idea! Rather; they haVe.merelytetegorized'ideas and noted

.., , "thatsome ,were stiboftliate to others.fri this steprithe task is bne of
taking ,several ides, findirls. the refationshii)s among them, and
stating the idea:Which Hach thent all together. ' . .

. 3
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, _Glue four or five pictures that deal with epecifiridea (such
as sports) ori-part of a large piece-of constructio!Vpaperi A good
deal of room should be left over after these pictures ha;ie been
mounted. Have' the class' discuss the relationships among-these
pictures and 'come up with a topic'which would include all, the
pictures on the poster. After students have

them

a topic,
-give them magaiines theycan cut up.Ask them to find other
pictures which deal withthe same topic, cut them out, and glue

. them on the poster: . .
. , -

In this exercise the teacher presents fhe pictures and makes sure

there id a Fairly obYious topic wider:Which they might all fall. The

next step is to have the studeritsso through tie entire process of
locating the main idea. .

. ,

.0 Gather a large number of smill'stillpktures, about ten-per
.1 group of students. Divide the class 'into small grpups, Abut

three to Jive per grou Ask the student. to select from the
group pictures those w ch they feel belong together. After they
make their selection, irculate arriong the groups and ask each
group why it 'selected those particular' pictures and what 'the
pictures hayl in cordmon. The drain valueof this *activity comes
from the discussion among the studentsabout which pictures
belong and which do not. .

, uOn , )44` . ' , r
theAn aitestate or'follow -up activity could involve e construction of

an informal college.

Bring ih somemagazines which the students carrtut up. Ask
them to cut out pictures which are related and paste them, orva
piece of construction papei, making an informal collage. Once
the collage is completed, ask the students to assign titles to their
collages and explain the relationship; between the title and the
compronent pictures.,,DependifIg ort th4- classehis. explanatidin

' might be more effective if made to e.)each other in?pairs or to tb
teacher privately, rather th in in front of the entire class.

The final step in thi stage of the cOmpcising process is to bring it

all to bear on a culminating activity. This activity shouldtrequire the
students lo go -through the entire process to 'date: perceiving the

details in a specific ptimulus, exploring the possible ideas, pukting the
related ideas under a unifying theme*, writing a rough draft, sharing
the work with others, 'revising '-the composition, arid, finally,

. .,

.. . i A
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submitting it to the teacher, In this way the student isapPlying the
skills in a complete product, o

Sequence
Composition textbooks often deal t xtensively with this step in

the composihg process. tiowever, mbst of these texts presume that
the students already realize the importance of sequencing and that
they are ready to perform it with sentences. The exercises are usually
carried, out "individually and often involve putting scrambled
sentences into correct order: Not only does this assurrii that the
'students are wady to manipulate verbal statements, but also that

'there i§ a correct way to order the sentences. In composing ideas, the
act of sequencing con es'from within the composer, not from out-

' side. By teaching students that there is a "correct"prder for state:,
5:ments, we may be shortgirciriting the composition p[ocess. Part of
the sequencing 'act involves turning the ideas.'around inside one's
mine and seeing the relationships- from within! When students are
presented with statements that can be sequenced in only one *ay,
the circlet eing impos from without.

In o der to help,ove ome this imposition orcorreetness" from
some o side. agent, it advisable to-let the student's sequence of.
ide'as stand fOr itself, especially in the early stagesof workirig with
this. concept. In other words, after the student has manipitated
Pictures or objects into a specificaprclet, do not force the student to
defend the statement verbally. In fact, for many students it is

probalbest not to force them evellto translate this statement into
verbal statements immediately. Let them feel %uccess and security
with their own performance before putting them into the more
difficult position of verbalizing these ideas. Obviously, this advite is
more appropriate for the more nonverbal students. Manyothers will
probably wish to tell their sequences to either their friends or totlie
teacher. In ti;isregard, it is often easier for the student to make the
transition from a manipulation of ideas to verbalization of these ideas

. by telling friends first, and then presenting them to the teacher or
the entire class. This is usually a more natural and less threatenipg
move for the .student than immediately being required to prove
oneself in front of the entire class. ,

'ealitr
ry
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As stated earlier, one of the most important steps in teachini
composition is that of discussidg the concept under consideration.
The students should be aware of the importance of intentionalli.
ordering their ideas in their communications to 9thers. They shoM
realize that the meaning of the message depends, on the sequence of
the ideas involved.`Not only does the presence or absence of meaning
hinge on sequence, but also the meaning itself can be changed by
altering the sequence. r

Take a small number of slides (about six) that tell a short
story (e.g., two boys fighting over a ball with one winning and,
the other losing in the end) and show them to the class in order.
First, ask the class to just look at the slides and see if there is any.
story there. Then, show,* slides again, asking the students to

:4 tell the story picture by picture. Now change the order of the
slides and ask the class to tell you the story again. They may still
come up with a story, ltut it obviously will not be the same one.
Discuss the reasons for the differences between the two stories,
stressing the pOint that the ideas were exactly the same; orlly the
order of presentation was different.

An-exercise like this one helps students see hie need for paying
attention to the ways they put their ideas together. When seeing it

..;,visually, it is more difficult for them to say, "Well, that'' what I
meant," than with print because the diffeunce is more obvious.
When putting their ideas down in) print, triey sometrznes have a
general visualization of what the verbal-statements represe,nt. Two
or three verbal statements may represent the same visual idea. Since
the sentences, represent the same thing, the order of the statements-
may become unimportant to the Ater. However, when confronted
with the visual statements Themselves, there is less overlap of kit*
and, consequently, the importance of the order becomes. more
apparent.
av Qnce students have discussed the role sequence plays in the
composing proceis, they should be asked to practice sequencing
ideas. As in other steps, I suggest beginning with visual activities and
then working toward verbal ones.

Take a series of small pictures and have students put them
into sequence. Tell the students that after they sequence them,'
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the pictures should either tell a story or explain a process,
depending on the pictures used. In lower 'grades begin with
pictures whichitave an obvious relationship and work towards
pictures that are independent stAtments in themselves and
have little surface connection with each other. If the pictures are
too obviously related, However, there will be a tendency fOr the
students to look for the"correct" way to sequence the ideas. The
pictures should have some overall theme in common,, but there e
should also be a wide variety of ways they can be ordered.

One of the majordifficultiei students..have with sequencing
pictures is verbalizing the connections betwe n the pictures. Often
students tend to describe just the individual pictures rather than
.compose. a continuous narration or exposition. When The students
are ready to discuss what they have manipulated, it is often easier to
begin with .having the students just tell what the pictures say.
However; tthen be sure to ask what happened between the pictures.
The to Cher' should ultimately focus on the space between the
pictur6 nearly as much as on the pictures themselves.

Once students have had practice with manipulating and
verbalizing visual narrations and exposikipnsooyou might wish to,
have them go through-the process frortMe beginning. You can
do this by having them -actually take the pictures and then
seq#ence the processed photographs. If your students do not
haveaccess to cameras, you could have them select and sequence
pictures from magazines.

After students have sequenced and verbalizedjictur.es, they
might go through several other sequencing activities atritigned to
demonstrate the practical necessity of sequencing. This will give
ther, practice with the process as they complete the composition.

r. 1-fa' students draw a map of the way they would come to
schoollif they had to walk. You may want to have a map of the
area available to help them with this activity. In order to make it
even more interesting, have them insert pictures or drawings of
important places, such as the drug store on the corner at which
they have.to turn right. Once the map is completed, the students
ould make' up a language experience story or write a narration

u ing the map as the overall background., This kind of follow-up
tivity would be valuable in that it would also give students
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practice sequencing events both chronologically andlor spatially,
depending on the kinds of transitions they use. For example, if
they indicate the *events by 'first, second, and third," they
sequence .chronologically. .0n the. other hand, if' they use
.transitions such as "farther down the street," Alex sequence
spatially.Depending on, the maturity of thestudents7t might bs
appropriate to discuss these distinctions with them. Finally, have
the students develop a full composition, gbing through the
process of rough.draft, sharing, revision, and submitting.

Hive the'students make tine -lines of their lives. Take white
drawing paper (about 6" by 2/4 ") and tape several together so it
can be folded several times at six-inch intervals. The 'result
should look like a bellows. The title of the time-line, such as"My
Life," and a picture or sketch of.the student go in the first box.
The second box could have a drawing or a picture representin$
the st ent's first year in this world (pr in schobl, dependingbn
th ade level); then the third, fourth, and so on until the spaces .

are CO-iniketed. If they wish, students could use pictures from
magaziries to representythese different phases. They shotild
leave room iri each box tawrite something later or draw a picture
representing respective periods of life. Then have each student
compose an autobiography, completing the composing process.

In upper grades not all of the students need the extra work on
sequencing. 'et, a good number do require some remedial work in *
this 'area. Since They probably have been exposed to the difficulty

many times before, they should approach the problem. from a
different .perspective. Perhaps they have, to see the pratiem for
themselves rather-than have someone else' point it out to them.

f
For this activity the student will need several still picture, a

tape recorder, and paper and pea. Have the student sequence the
pictures so that they tell a story or explain a process and then
record the story on tape. The student should now write the
story. As the taped story is played back, have the student
compare it both with thevisual sequence and with the written
version. Any differences between the tape recording and the
written version should be marked. Throughout the playback

=session, have the student note differences among the different
versions and decide on which are the better sequence of ideas. In

. this ..ay many students are able to recognize the problem them-

2 4;
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elves and figure out the better approaches without thei
valuation iby the teac er. They work through .the process
-sually, Verbally, acid i writing; and then review what they
vadone themselves;

ntil now most of the instruction has concentratid, on the
skelet 'n of the composition. The thoughts have been gathered,
edited, categorized, placed under general themes, and sequenced to
convey the message to someone else. Now it is time to help students
embellish these ideas 'with appropriate description.

.

.DESCRIPTION
In any mode of.composition in any medium, the final task is that

of expanding and refining the skeleton to make it communicate the
message as effectively As possible. For example, when makinia print
of a photograph, the composer crops or edits out extraneous
material, highlights other aspects, and, in some cases even adds detail
through techniques such as superimposure. The filmmaker begins
with a story line, visually, verbally, or both, and then changes it
continually in the development of -the final composition. In written
composition, the primary Unit of communication is words. Conse- .

queptly, the teacher's efforts might ultiMately be directed toward
= facilitating the students' use pf words to describe thoughts or

impressions.
An essential part of this act, however, is the realization of the

relionship between the words and that which they stand for, the
imagthey represent. Too often teachers focus onlyon the words, as
though 'they were entities in themselves. In doing so, the fact that _

words are representations of images, either pictures or processes, is
overlooked. In order to help students see the (unction of words and
the relationship between words and the concepts theyrepregent, the
focus of instruction should be on illustrating this relationship, rathdr
than on legning words in isolation. The student should work back
and forth from the concept or image to the words:, The aim,

- therefore, is to help the students describe the thoughts, emotions, or k
images they envision. To achieve this aim the student has tp work

. with both the image and the word.
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. Activities such asthe folloWing are designed to help students. .-..

explore' the relationship-between words andimages Ana, especially/

. - to facilitate t eir -useof-words tó-eollain their irna*tritrigs.
t - other steps in the process, the activities are secitienced to'allow for.

discussion of the composing act, through a sgrietwf activities of ,

increasing , difficu*, and finally pply the princiikes involved to r

written composition.
,

,
Show a slide of person or action on. the screen and-ask

students to call out words or phrases,,not sentences, which they
feel describe it. As they call out these woidalist them, on the
chalkaoard or on the overhead projector. `ifu may ,have to '.-

.. promrt them with questions such as, What kWh I look is that? What
do you think this persolyi. like? Once the studelltshave finished
calling out words, MU;the relationship bittveen the words "-

and the slide by asking questions such as, In what way is he cute?
- At the same time t tq expand their vocabulary ii' ielation to the

slide by asking fabirther words that might dfsribe the slide
, better, asking questions such as, Can you. think mother word for

--iiitel You may want to use a thesaurus or dictionary for this. The
4 attempt is not to arrive at the"correct"description,but rather to *

explore the maky words one use to describe the image. You
'. should use-more than one slide as some will be more motivating

thiin others. Also, the more they practice with it, the more
vfluable aid productive the exercise. .

.

The previous activity . stresses the group, 9scussion of the
relationship, between words and images. ThisIi4c1 of discussion_is 2 ,----

. -
necessary to help students/learn from each other and to explore the
Process in a notahretafening way. Durdig these discussions the class
tone should be one of sharing ideas rathepr than. ;"seeing' what you
,know." The following activity is meant for nioreindividual won's, and ..
may be used as an "in passing activity," one which students can-thr
when they have,some.free time and would likelbtry. Since the Value

I . _,

of such an activity comes from discussion spur, the swords and
pictures, it is .probably best if the studeniii Work in pairs or small
groups: . If'' '

.
[ Use a flannel board' or magnetic paper (sdP Appentix) to

make a descriptiop dhart. On" the left side of the chart place
descriptive pictures (e',g., pretty girl, messy room, athlete, ets.).
On'the other side of the chart, or in a box underneath, place
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severai-descriptive words that can be attached to the chart. Have
the students work in pairs or small grbups to select Appropriate
words for the pictures and plate these words next to the specific
pictures. By using the flannel bard or magnetic paper, the
pictures can be changed ently and 'th vdcabu err list
increased steadily..

These activities are ge red to associating specific words with
images. The next step is to ut the specific words into conteit in an
afoot to &scribe are image t someone else. * .

For this activity ybuwillneed three similar .hut slightly
different slides, a slide projector, and a screenrilave one student
stand with back t the scrieen. while the rest of the class views
one of the three s stand fries,to describe the slide as accurately
as possible. It is important.that no one except you has seen the
other two slides. After, t4 class has described the slide on the
screen to the student, turn the projector off and have the
student turn around. Now mix this slide in With the'other two.
Ask the student whoSe b k was urned to select the slide which
the class described from the islides as.'irou show them on the
screen. If he or she is unable to pick it out, discuss'how the class
might have described the picture more accurately and repeat the
exercise with three more slides. You could extend-this activity,
by having students bring in pictures and lead the activity
themselves.

. ." ..,..

- With tnesactivities the teacher not only helps students-develop
their description skilli, but also provides opportunities to increase
powers of perception and develop abilities to select relevant details
from images. The 'next type of activity involves having the students
describe a moue abstract image .65 an audiehce.

Have one student leave the room. While gone, have another
-student draw-an object ben the chalk board or on the overhead
projector. -Have the student return to the room but,nof look at

.-theobject drawn. The returning student should sit at a desk with
back to the object and be prepared to draw the object on a piece of
paper. Now, have the dais describe the object to the student,
whb will replicate it while the ciass4i explaining it. Compare this
drawing with the original. ;If ''there are major discrepancies
between the two 'drawings, discus,g how the class might have

. helped with their descriptions. Repfat this exercise several
# ,
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times, perhaps, with increasingly complicated objects.You night
Also vary it by having the returning student draw the object on

the board with the class describing the process of creating the

coked rather than the outline.

Thus far in this step, we have had students work with individual,

words and with putting worts in context to describe images. Now'

the students should translate the visual and the verbal to print.

Have the students selectA picture and write a description of

that picture. Place all the pictures in a pile and have the students

trade compositioni. Now, have the class try to match the
appropriate pictures with the compositions. Once the matching

is completed, either by those-. with the compositions if the
description was effective or by the original writer if it was not,
have the,students work in pairs to: discuss how the written, Irr1-.-

composition might be_ altered to more accurately or vividly

describe the picture.

As a follow-up exercise-to the description of the object, have

each student draw an object and then describe it in writing on a
separate piece of paper. Put all the drawings in a pile (unnamed,

of course) and have the students ,trade compositions. Now have'

the class match compositions and drawings. After the match-

ings, have students work in pairs to discuss how the composi-

tions might be'altered to more accuratell describe the object.

This activity can be slightly changed to help with describing

a process by having the students first draw the object and then

explain in writing how someone else could drawthelaThe object.

Now have the students trade compositions and attempt to

follow the directions and draw the object. Once the drawings are
completed, have the students compare their drawings,with the

originals and discuss any discrepancies with the original com-

poser.

The sequence of activities dezribed in this chapter is 'not
unilateral. One ties not go stAight through these steps Without

'detours or regressions. In composing, one operates at many different

levels or stages simultaneously and interchangeably. The activities

have been presented sequentially here to help the student realize

that there is a composing process and to help put the writing act into

..perspective. Too often the student sees the process' as a series of
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isolated exercises leading to a final grade. Consequently, the student
should be asked periodically to write a complete composition,
demonstrating that one skill does build on another in the effort to
convey ideas and feelings to others.

-in addition .students come to e class with a wide variety of
experiences and abilities, and any of the steps described have
already been internalized ome. However, it will not iptellectually
harm even thesstuden s to review the component steps, especially
if the teacher gears the spetific activity to their experiential "and
academicbackgrounds. On the other hand, it might serioust affect 0
students who. have not internalized the process if it is taVen for
granted that-they do understand it when, indeed, they do not.

One alternative to this_p_roblem of teaching concepts undeltood
by some But not by ether has been to separate the students into
groups. This can be clew, but I would suggest that the teacher do this

itiwithin the class itself and only for small group or individu k work.
One of the main. objectives of the full classycliscussions is to ave
students of ;different experiential and academic backgrounds share
their ideas with each other. If they are eparated, not only does the
class miss this sharing, but the syStem also imposeequality labels on
the groups and the activities. In effect, it says that the list students
work with print while the poor students work with visuals. This is
wrong. The main goal ofiall dof the activities in this tent is to
demonstrate that the composing process applies to many different
media and that Understanding the,prepaera in one medium is just as
valuable as understanding it in another. The steps have inated in
written composition only because this is neces, ry Far academic
success since print is the major medium oicorrimunkation in schools.

The neicetwo chapters examine two common areas of composi-
tion: narration and exposition. Although many of the activities in
those chapters are similir to some inthis chapter, they are geared for
more specific objectives. While the aitit-ov f this .chapter is to help
stuslAts explore the entire composing process, the following- chap-
ters help students composeJor.specific purposes in specific mpdes.

. .
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tur For some reason many' students are confused by the term,
"narration." My brother-in-law, for example, wins 'given an assign-

ment in his college composition course to write a narration. Before he

coultieven begirt he had to figure pia what was meant by narration.
His confusion is not uni4e. I believe it stems from a previous teacher'

making the process more complicated than it is. Teachers sometimes
do this-by placing too much emphasis on the terms and on elaborate
definitions of these terms. the emphasis in these situations is on the

term rather than on the process. On .the other hand,, the same
confusion tan result when there is no distinction made between
different kinds of writing. Teachers, therefore, should indicate that
there are different kinds bf writing, such as narration and exposition,
but they should avoid building a mystique around the terms, making

'therrA mdre esoteric and complicated than they really are.
Basically, a narration is a story and the aim of narrative writing is

to tell a story. As in any Composing process, the composer has to

move through severakteps in order to relate the story. While many

ti students go through these stepsirituitively, some do not even know

where to begin. Since the initial steeps, such as pe rception and
'brainstorming, -have_been dealt with previously, I will not dwell at

length on specific 'activities fd them but rather suggeitattift you
review these sections with your students before beginning narra-

re composition.
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In writing a narrative it is especially important throtishout.the
.4 process to be 'aware of sensory perceptions and one's emotional

reactions to these. perceptions. Cbnsequently, you' should probably
have your students go through some of these exercises agaNi

. expanding their perceptions and expldring their feeling$ and
memories about those perceptions. You might, for example, have fhe
students do the "smellies" activity, but this time concentratevn the
story behind the memory of the smell and the feelings it brings to
mind. Thegoal is to stimulate the-imagination, to recall an emotional
state and the events surrounding that state.

From here you can concentrate on narration the act of
storytelling. As-in the previous chapter, the focus in"this'One will be
on the process involved in achieving the final product rather than on ,

the product itself. By working with the process rather tha.n'just the
product, we can again use a variety of media throughout the

Iexploration.
Although many if achers use visuals when teaching narration,

theydo so only in a limited way. A teac.hepoften uses visuals during
the instruction of narrative composition only to.stimulate writing.
This very limited use overlooks the fact that pictures, can also be
composed to tell a story. If the teacher realizes that visuals, like
words, can be composed into a narration, it seenjs logical that thiS4
medium can also be used to explore the process involved in
composing a naryation. For example, the teacher can use pictures to
discuss plot dWelopment just as validlyRs words since narrations in
both media-contain a beginning', middle, and end. In short, I am
suggesting that the teacher make a far more extensfvetuse of the
visual medium tohelb students learn how to compose a story. Instead
of using pictures 'just to motivate writing the storyite teacher
should,also use visuals to actually teach.th.e elements o he story.

At this point, however, I should note that although this text,
concentrates on a visual aPpr to examining the composing
process, I am well aware that t- ere are many other approaches to
teaching composition. No single avenue Or approach is complete in
itself for all students. Whictever avenue a telcher chooses, it should .

, be supplemented by others where appropriate. For example, when
examining narrative techniques, such as character, it would also be

11.
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an excellent idea to read passe* from literature to demonstrate
how .professional writer*: o it. might add a Word of caution,
however. When exemplifying 'processes with illustrations from
literatu're, the teaatei may run, the risk of discouraging some
4tudent's who have ,very little confidence in their abilities when
confronted, with' print. When illustrating processes; the teacher
shottld be sure that examples are provided, not standards or norms

bx which the students should judge their own efforts. The task, then,

is ,to bring as many examples of the narrative process together as

possible so that each student will be able to understand at least one. It

is important tq Aernernbet.that each student has a unique way of
learning.Although there miy'lie considerable overlap among some

of the learning r,hocles,no single method will be appropriate for all of

theetudents all of the time.
This chapter explores the narrative process, beginning with

seeing relationships among"seemingly unrelated ideas; establishes a

basic outline for the narration; and then builds .upon that outline,

expanding the-base statements to relate the story in detail. Alt

not every aspect of narration is covered, the more essen al rative

elements, are discussed: plot, characterization; dia e, and

figurative language. At the end of the chapter, some additional
exercise's are Included). to stimulate narrative writingend to allow

students to work on various component skills individually
Seeing Relationships. In the film Why Man Creates, the speaker states

that an essential part of theVreative process is "looking 41one, thing

and seeing another." In -order to do ,this one has-to be abg. to let the

Mind watder to explore possible relationships among a continual

bombardment ordifferent perceptions. Although this concept was

discUssed in the preceding tilapter,i feel it is important enough to N-
.

introduce here. Storytelling is more'than just recounting a series of

events. It is ofteri creating a relationship between events or ideas

where none previously existed. This is not a skill khaf comes
naturally. It has to be developed and practiced.

Take any two large still pictures. Asjhe class to describe
what is happening in each picture. This may also include a

. descriptionsof each picture. Now ask the students to make up a
story' using both pictures. This story should be composed by the

)

_J r
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entire class verbally. The aim is'just to give them practice in
relating the two pictures. If they have-difficulty drawing the
relationshipyOu might have to go back to the descriptions of the
specific elements and help them dravrthe connections. Repeat
this activity with other pairs of pictures. A good follow-up to this°

,,- would be to.taice one picture and have the class make up a story -..,

about something not in the picture.
lib

The attempt here is to help the students first perctive con-
,nections and then verbalize what they perceive. To do this, the class..
ittmOsplicieShould be one of free exploration. Often, the wilder the

-- relationship, the more effective the motivation If the class has ae

difficulty making up a full story, concentrate on one event, exploring tp

the potential avenues it may take. After the class has begun to draw
connections between two pictures, you are ready to move on to a
slightly more involved activity, S .

Display' .a ,large number of unrelated photographs or
pittures around the room or on the floor. Asla,scmle students'
(preferably volunteers) to select picturefrom the display. Each
student should. select one picture to tell a story about. Then ask
the students to starN--ie the,front of the room and tell a single
story as a group, each using his or her own picture as the point of

- focus but following the story line frpm the preceding picture. In
short, they will be telling one story with each picture providing
some input to the total plot. But tellthem not to finish the story.
Before the story begins, tell the class that at the end ,91 the
group's story one additional person will be selected from the
audience to choose one more picture to conclude the story.

If tfiii story fails, discuss reasons why it failed. Failure
usually occurs because, the storytellers did not establish a
setting, or initiate a-conflict or because each storyteller merely
described his or her own picture and did not relate it to the
preceding one. After discussiop, ask for other volunteers to go
through the same procedure.

This activity actually accomplishes several goals at pnce. First, it
helps set an informal tone in the claisroom as all the students are free
to say what they wish about their picture since there is no "correct"
story. Once the 'initial self-consciousness of the students is over-
come, the activity provides a source of pleasurable sharing and
exploration second, this activity helps the students see and verbalize-
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relationships into-a story context.-Not only does this promote quick.

thinking and impromptu speaking; but it also develops other skills,
soh at listening fOr relevant details as well aS main ideas and use of,.

transitions to draw the oonnections between the preceding ticture
and the student's. Although these activities involve development of

any -skills and concepts, the main objecOes are to enable the
s dents to see relationships and, especi4ly, to promote a.sclass
ainosphere of empfora tion- a nd sharing of ideas.

-Frame Work
Before discussing the various technicptes and-elements 'of nar-

ration, it is important that the students see the general framework of,

a narrative. This is necessary if they are'to understana.where.all.of
the smaller components, such as setting, fit. The following activities

demonstrate two methods of approaching narratives. The first
concentrates-on a single event and views it-chronologiCally.

Show the class If slide of some action (e.g., a fight). Ask the
students to jot down word* or phrases (not sentences). that
reflect their thoughts about what Might have happened ten
minutes previous to this picture.. Give them about five minutes*
to do this, then ask them to leave some space and draw a line-to
separate this list from the next., Then ask the students to jot
down words or phrases that reflect their thoughts about what is
happening in the picture now. Again, give them about five
minutes and ask themto raw anther line. Then ask the clasttto
jot down words or phr ses t reflect their thoughts about
what might happen t minutes after the picture was taken.
Give them five minutesto do this, then an additional two or
three minutes to add to thp other lists. Once the students have
had time to complete their lists, ask them to share what they
have in each section with thetlass. After the sharin'g, discuss the
procedure used to organize thoughts about the picture. That is,
discuss this procedure as apeisible way tb approach a narrative
topic chronologically.

In the Ayst activity the student was asked to lobk at one event in

terms of what happfned before, during, and after. In the following

activity the student is asked to look 4t three generalstory elements
and describe various events in the short story- bringing these
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elements into focus. Although the sequencing of the events Iraq be
chronological,! the empha is not on time,.but rather on the -story
elements. While thereare riA any terms that can be used to describe
the-plot structure of a story, the concept can be simply seen as events
that take place as the Main character attempts to overcome various
obstacles in efforts to.aehieve some goal. ;While this oversimplification
of plot Structure may not be adequate for a ftilly developed narration,
it does provide an adequate, easily understood skeleton ER!: future
exercises.

On one page illustrate the main character, the goal,and the
major obstacle to be overcome, Make a slide of this illustration.
Now make slides of illustrations of the events that take place as
the main character strives to achieve this-goal. Show the first
slide to the class, and briefly discuss the role of each of the
elements in the story. ,(For example, "In a short story there is
usually a main character who is trying to achieve a certain goal.
However, this goaj is difficult to reach because of some obstacle
in the way: The stork revolves around the events that occur
while-the' main character struggles to rpass the obstacles and

-- win the14goal.") After this brief introduction, show the slides
representing the events, discussing 'each event with thk class.
NOw have each student draw or-locate pictures to represent the
three elements for their own story (character, goal, and
obstacle). Once they have illustrated these elements, have them
discuss the story with friends. After the discussion, have each
student list from seven to ten events in the main character's
attempts to overcome the obstacle and achieve the goal. This will

- giveleach student a simple plot to use for future development;

The aim of these typesof exercises is to have the student explore
two approaches to composing a' narration.. The first activity involves
looking at -a single event andAescribing, personal reactions tc*it,
chronologically: In the secon&activity the ,student looks at three

'simple elements of the story at describes the events that tie these
elements logetber. Both activities provide a framework and general
understanding of narration so that the' student will have some
context into which 'some of the more specific aspects of narrative
compoSipg can fit. These activities also give,the student a way to
approach, a 'narrative, topic.
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Sequent
7 .

As in any, com osition one the composer has the basic idea for a

story, the next task is that o putting the ideas in order. For some

.7 students this is difficult, These students often realize what they
meant to say after someone haspointed out fhe confusion caused by
the poor sequencing, but they seem unable to put the events in the .

order they want when they initially write the story. The folloWing

exercises are designed to lead these students through. the -entire ..

sequencing process, moving from the sequencing of visuals, through
verbalizinthis sequence, and culminating in a writing activity.. ..

Although sequencing exercises are found in the preceding chapter,
these exercises concentrate on sequenCing events and are, therefore,
especially appropriate for narrative writing. The first exercise
involves working' with a nonverbalistory with an obvious order. The
aim is to make the student-aware of the conceptof sequencing events
by concentrating on that in the process without worrying about
any other factors at the same time. . . l'

.,

In .
Make an overhead transparency ,of a cartoon 'strip,

preferably nonverbal. Cut up this transparency so that each
block of the strip is isolated from the rest. You may wish to use
acetate pens to color the strip to /provide interest but 'it is
unnecessary for the learning, of the skill. Randomly place the
strip on an overheadprojector and ask the class what the correct
order, should be. As they -call out suggestions, r%ove the
individual blocks around until the order theydIetate is shown on
the screen. Now have the class tell the story. ills activity could
be supplemented by having individual students find or draw
their own cartoons; transfer them to acetate; ,cut them up; and
have other students sequence them and relate the stbry.

. .

\

eV
4..

Initially, activities should involve class discussions .of the con-

cept. After the digcussion the students should be encouraged to
supplement *theirtwork through small group. or individual efforts
with similar activities. -This gives students an opportunity to share__-._-_-_,4

ideas before working alone. . .

Another difficulty encountered by many students when Work-

ing with visuals is that of transferring the concept fiorn one medium
to another. In the first sequencing activity, the students worked with
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visual(and then transferred that sequence to a verbal medium as
they-told the sequence. TI,e-next type of exercise supplements this in
that specific attention is paid to this process of translating a visual
sequence to a verbal one and finally to a print sequence.

Using a narrative filmstiip without captions, such as those
accompanied by a record or tape, have the sidents tell the story
as they watchothe. visual translation on the screen. After they
have had an opportunity to tell the story as a class, have them
work in small groups or individually and Write captions for each
of the frames. You might have to demonstrate the writing of
captions with the first few frames of the strip and then have the
class supply captions for the remaining ones.

Both of these activities involve working with a story that has
already been determined by someone else.-The goals of the activities
are twofold, First, the students should realize that one of the steps in
composing a narration is the sequencing of events. Second, the
students should begin to see the relationship between visual, verbal,
and print sequences each being a translation of the preceding one.
Following this the students should initiate the events themselves,
visualize them, and then verbalize them to other students. In short,
they should apply-the narrative process as they have worked with it
so far and then write a story, going through the various steps in the
composing process.

Have students collaboiate on a story and dray...or cut out
pictures to illustrate it. They should mount these pictures so
that they could be placed on a flannel or magnetic board (see
Appendix)? Give the' students time to (a) make up The story

- together, jotting down the sequence of events;- (b) discuss,the
pictures that should go along with the story;and(c) rehearse the
presentation. The story should not be very complicated. It
should have one basic setting and few characters. After the
students have finished their reparation, have them present the
story to the class. One student reads the story while the other

-manipulates the characters. If you do not have the materials. -for a
'411- flannel or magnetic board available or you feel yoyc students

would fesestt doing this actifity, you could have them present
the story as a series of still pictures instead oj actually
maneuvering the figures. The important part of thi activity is
that students work together to create and sequence a story and

(
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.
d then present a visual- verbal presentation of the events to the

class. . ..

An activity like this should help revievi narrative sequence for
the class. However, there may be some students who will 'need
reinforcement of this bill Retiodically. Consequently, it might be a
good idea to have some activity which would, allow students , to

(-review sequencing on their'own whenever they or the teacher feels it
is necessary.

4 ,-
Set aside a section -of tne classroom to establish an interest

center where the student who needs extra work on a skill can
ind an activity to help. Place several pictures rindginly inia box

at the interlst center. Each picture should have a hoWpunched in
the top. Also at the ionteres(center place a board with 10 to 15

`'---- '14-hooks and a tape recorder with tape (cassette would be the
easiest). Whenever reinforcement on sequencing is nee ed, the

. student should select pictures from the box and place i em on
the hooks on the board. Then the student should verbalize the
story into the tape recorder. The pictures and thtape should be
left intact until someone else, such as the teacher or another
student, has listened to the story. A'variation of this wouldbe to
have the student write the events of the story.after recording

. them and _ten compare the sequenceofevents as. stated
visually, verbally; -and -in writing.

.
.

Activities like those presented in this section should enable the
stude'n't to construct the basic framework for a narration. Once able
to do. this, the student should be ready to develop the various
components of the narration: the beginning, middle, and end.

_.

Beginning, Middle and End.
- Although no single method of ordering events fits all narrative
situations, all narrations,have a beginning, middle, ancrend. One way
to introduce a general discussiolion thessparts of a narration is to
discuss them in relation to a television dram', such aq "The FBI" or
the old "Perry Ma§,prt,,".The action which takes play just prior to the
first commercial is the beginning. What functions are served.bi the
beginningOrrst, it strives to convince the audience to sit through the
first commercial and stay with the program. In slip its major
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purpose is to interest its audience. Second, it introdikes the major
elements of the narrative, such as then.Vn characters, the setting,
and the situation or conflict. Third, it provides background for the
rest of the story. When a student composes a narration, the
beginnin should accomplish the same ends.

Begin frt.: One Consideration in beginning the narration is
, moveme t. How is the composer gains to bring the major events into

focus? T e specific characters and their plight can be introduced
irnmedia ly akd then related to the world around them. Or the
compose can'Ngin with the overall environment and zero in olt the
individu s with whom the story is concerned. Should the story go
From spe ific to general or from general to specific? Neither direction
is alway correct for every situation. The aim of the activities suchas
the one hat follows should be to discuss the effectof movement on
the audi nce and under what chicumstances one direction is more
appropriate than the other.

e
. Show several slides. which demonstrate movemesnt, in a

specific direction (e.g., a picture of a crowded beach, a family on
that beach, twb boys playing, and one of the two boys). Show

in one order and then the reverse. Ask the class which
edtrec,kion is, more effective. There will probably be some
disag eement. Do -not try to arrive at the correct order, but
rathe dgcuss why one group prefers one direction and the rest
the o her. Try to gear the discussion toward the purpose of the
aut r, such as tilling one boy'sstory or telling a story about the
whol family, with the boy as a point of focus. A good follow-up
4,p th discussion would be to have the students find, draw, or
take pictures and then sequence them, paying particular
atten ion to movement. After students sequenCe the pictures,
they ould discuss the direction and effect .they are trying to
creat

Durin the discussions of these concepts, it is i ortant that the
teacher re ember that although one direction may e preferred over
another, t ere is no "right" answer. The directs depends on the
t
ette5t the uthor is trying to creaty on the audience. The composer
may, for e ,ample, be trying to surprise the audience by beginning
with a ver specific, private scene and then Suddenly reveal that it is
taking plac m the middle of a crowd. The goal is to have the student
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consider the alternatives and then Make a choice rather than select

one direction because he or she is unaware another exists.
While the movement or ,directior*.of events in the beginning

brings the audience's-vatiption to f&us on the story, the setting
acComplishes the second objeCtive of the beginning by giving the
audience the necessary background. Activities like the following
should be arranged to introduce students to this concept through
various learning stages: visual to.verbal to print. The goal,of each is to

help the student realize trte role setting, plays in 4 narrative and to
give practice establishing a setting.

Make a large poster depicting a scene and display it in easy
reach of the students. Gather a largenumber of small pictures
(abou 0) and place them randomly in a pile ona.table neakqhe
_poster. e students select pictures they feel belong in the
posfifiZerTe: Fiiire=Them pift-thfse pictures the poster with
,paper clips, tacks, or tape. Ask why these pictures were
appropriate for this scene.

A variation cif this activity would be to have two posters,
each representing a different scene, and-then follow the same-
procedure. Thii would give the Students a thoiCe and your

. question.might be why some pictures were more appropriate for
scene A than scene B. In either case the discussion should
revolve around the relationship between the small pictures and

"the scene. J .

Activities like the preceding should focus on physictal setting and

the kinds of activitiet of people that belong with that environment.
.Once the students have discussed the physical setting, it would be
valuable to extend that discussion to include tape oirood fosters
by that setting.

Using a Slide or large picture of a physical setting, such' as a
dark street, conduct a discussion on how the students would feel
if they were plated thele. Expand that discussion to Wilkie what
events they think might Ibke %place. As follow to this
discusiion, students ould dray, locate, or take pi irre iolhich
they feel convey a d inite tone' They could discuss this tone
withother students small groups.

.
it

After the students have discussed the idea of setting and the role

pit plays he narryve, it is time for them to translate their visual
.,

..) . .
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. and verbil ideas into print. For many this is easy, but for som

-.1** transition has to be very ..obvious. -.. . /
' Show a slide of a setting to the entire class. As the saderits.

examine the scene, have -them call out words or phrases they
would use to describe it. Write their comments on the chalk'
board or on an overhead transparency. Once they have finished

..., calling out words or phrases; focus their attention on the list and
. havethem choose those which they feel are most appropriate for

. this slicle..ob. could piacella limit on the number of phrases
allowed in the final list, faking them to be selective.. If s.

appropriate to this class, have them explain their choices. This
, activity. could be enhanced by letting the students use die-

-s. tionaries or thesauruses. One way to follow up this discussion .

a.
s Or phrases for'ite .,

. ,

wtruld be to have studeptgir in small groups to select, ma
picture and het modifying

. . . ,
..

Activities like this help the student translate verbal ideaedirecfly .
info.speci, words. Those like the hollowing one are designed to have
the stuAtt work with entire sentences and paragraPht Th:, milE at
this stag s.to show the student how expand descriptions he'
'Setting. At this point in the instrutiloP of composition, some .

. teachers feel it is necessary, to take time out to discuss parts of speech,
especilradjectives,adverbs-, or modifiets. However, this is ineffec-

:".' 1 ,- tive for many sodents,,especially for those whesood the knowledge
. most. Usually these students have been exposed to parts.of speech'.

for several years and will do notundex4and.the terms and will
.:- ,'pobab(yrbe equally,f0ustratidttf conftisnted with them agaiR. In

laddit' teilvthis-kiad of activity:takes time away from the real job of -
using printed wOds to specify thoughts. It is the use of words that is *

important; nothe labels one might hang on that particular use. Ini .
order la fOcus attention on'the use itself, the teacher s'hould work -

directly withhow a composer can use nioafiers to clarify and specify
id ;s. - * 43 111

.

Show a slide of a setting to the entire class and ask stwpts
,eithel to write or,clictate a description of iffit setting. Once you e, ,

t have the descriptive parAtdph, delete some-of the modifiers
_iadror leave spaces Isher ifiers might be inserted. Put this' -paragraph on an overhead transparency and asr each student to

.'
' ,. writ, on a piece of paper words for the 'bier& spades. After

. ,t-
, ..

,,. ., .
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students have had an-opportunity to do this, ask them to call_ out
.the words they wrote, blank by blank, and list them in the
appropriate space on the 'transparency. Discuss the various
words in terms larifying the description'and making it more ,

specific. Miter tb discussion, show another slide and ask the
students to write descriptive paragraphs of it, paying pirticular
attention to words such as those used in the class discussion.f
When you read these paragraphs, indicate places (blanks) where
the students could have inserted' qare words to clarify the '

)17 setting.
.

-r-
. ,

As with gequencing, some stuctents will need reinforcemegt on
this skill. Activities like' the (allowing one "are meant to be made
available to the students throughout their work on beginning a

This gives them an opportunity to'experimenfTvliCthe
i is on their own, without any obligation or pressure.

.

Using a Rannel,.mainetic, or bulletin board create a scene
for beginning of a story. On 'the board place a few pictures
th. t describe a little of the setting (e.g., pictures of an office

d place a ;box 9f pictures or several
nts calcut up, materials for hanging

a tape recorder and tape. At the,

buiNing) Nieir the
. magazines which

ictUre5 on tir-bo,ar P
eisure the students.sh ct go to the area (perhaps an intere
eenter) and find more pictures to hang on the setting. As they
hang more,pictures, they could record the description, of their
-0,cture in relation to the entire setting. IfWoeldprobably }?e best
if 'They listened toIhe previous re and began whereothe -

other NIA off. When the picture is Co pee, play back the tape to r
see how the setting has *eloped This board could kept,'.
activethrovhout the disLssions of narrationrbuildi towaydi r .

a complete story' which would eventually .be visual' ed On th'e
- . board and, secorided or\ta1e. -

.'
. Middle. the middle of Ina ration the aim* poserbuilfte---:-

.- - ,i.
.

bulk athe story. On most one-hour vision,programtlhe Mid* , .

%- occurs between the first and fourth c mercialo-During. this time.

- the hero has several'fights with the vi ain, gets involved with he ' . i''.,',

girl, makes_a few statements aboutlife in general, and seems doolhed ..,
.

.- to failure. The same format applies toemanY other narrations as well. '-,. .
In this section it is important that the composer prOvidethe audience .1,

with enough informatfein so they can follow the sequence of events. '7

''. ,V '.
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Tiol tip students with this step, the teacher could review some of the
sequencing exercises, if necessary, and discuss various ways the
events 'could be ordered. During theie exercises; however4 it is

important to concentrate on the connections between events.

Have a inlalrgitiip of students sequence approximately firei
_ .

slides into a story. Show the, slides on the screenaielating the
story as each slide appears. After the students havermished the
story, go back over the story and concentrate on the space
between the slides. List the transitions on the chalk board and
discuss alternatives with the class. Depending oh the class, yoU
may wish to discuss the type of connection specific transitions
make (e.g., "since" assumes a causal relationship between the
events). .---

In addition to placing the even in order, the middle of a
narration also explains or interprets e events for the audience. As
in the beginning, careful selection ords is necessary to ensure the
audience's understanding of what is going on in the story.

Using a cartoon or an action picture as a motivator, create a
language experience story with t e class. As the class tells the
story revting around the cart n or picture, write it down on
the chalk oard, newspript, pr on an overhead transparency.
After the story is finished, read i over with the class. Now take a
passag which illustrates an impo ant event in thdliniddle of tht
storyd rewrite it, leaving blan here you feel the story
could be more descriptive or accurate, For example, the word
"tripped" illustrates action better than "'went" in the phrase
"Went into the roorp:" Put this second transpareutwon the
overhead and ask the students to fill in the blanks. whey call
out Words, list them in the blanks and then discuss which words
are most appropriate and why. Fill in all the blanks and reread
itath the class. As in'an earlier exercise, ask the students to write

.Th their own description of an event and go over it, concentrating
bn the words used or that could be used to clarify what is
happening. Before they write this paragraph, however, it might
be a good idea to review the types of words that portray action by
listing th on the hoard as they are given by the class andrim
expandef by you.

End. The end of a narrAion brings the events to a conclusion. In
Li she television program this usually bccurSjust prior to and following

t/

0(
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the fourth commercial:Just before the fourth commercial the Per
defeats the adversary in a Climactic event, bringing the main conflict

o a crose. But a few loose 'ends still hang and comments have to be
'made about the overall significance of the story. These questions are
esesolved just after the fourth Commercial whenthe herocomes back
to answer all the questions about the solution of the crimeand to tell
the audience that the villain never had a chance because criminal life
is wrong. The endings of most* narrations accomplish the same
results. They bring the events' to a conclusion; mike a statement
about the insights to be gained by the story, aid leave the audience
with most of its questions answered. The first effOrt in exercises like

the following one is to have the students realize the importance of
the'ending to a narration and the functions it serves.

Make an, overhead traniparenCy of a cartoon and cut out the
final frame. Show the cartoon to the entire class and have them
"'tell the story. Hopefully, they will get to the end and realize that
something is missing: Instead of immediately askingjhem to

., supply the missing evestts, ask them what additional Cform'a-
tion they want (such as a conclusion; a statement; etc.). After a
brief discussion, ask the class to makropi,an ending. One they
do this, the activity is Completebut oMin they want to compare-

their entlingewith the original, so you might want to show the
. final frame. If you do show the final frame, however,' do not

indicate that it is th'2orrect" conclusion, but rather just one
ending. The same activity can be done with anarrative filmstrip
or a short movitrof ry,by sowing all but the last few,frames
or seconds ag the class to provide an ending..

All of theselactivities-sitould befollowect by having the students
write endings t4 other cartoons, filmstrips, or films. After they have
writt endings, they shottd share them,with other students in small.
gro s.

e
If the c'las's is rnatur?er otiffb, the teacher could have the

studentsevalt4e thendings. The Grit for judging should not be
rnechanica,*irectness, but whether or not kite functions of an
*etIchpg are., fulfill'ed', such as giving 'a' concluding event or answering

, "question's raised earlier in -tHe- stocy, li. , . .
? At this point it would be v;Oithwhile to review the entire process

to date Having begun with seecificinitiar skills, worked thrimgh the
deieloptixent of a framework for a narrative, and then examined each

a
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of the narratives, the composer should put it all together again before
looking at some specific elements of narration. A review activity such
as the following One is impoitant so the students tinually realize
hew the examination of the parts fits in with the who ess. They
should always see where they are now in relation to where they have
been and where they are going:

Indicate to the class that this discussion will review all that
has been covered so far in composing a narration. Take any two
pictures which may provide a basic conflict for a story. Display
them inli-ront of the class and then lead the group through the
compontent steps in constructing a narrative composition. Begin
by asking the students to describe each of the pictilres, both in
terms of set ting,and action. List some of theic,ideas on the Board.
Then ask the class to describe the relationship between the two
pictures, focusing attention on thepossible conflict. At this point
you should have enough to build the entire narration.

Nigtv develop the story by leading the class through the
process with appropriate questions. For example, compose the
bASic skeleton 'by Acing questions such as: What happened ten
minutes before the picture was taken? What is happening in the picture? What
happened ten minutes after the picture" was taken? Record the students'
responses on the board. Then go back and develop each section
of the narration.' First, compose the beginning with questions,
such as: Where is ,the story taking place? When does it happen? Whtis
involved? Again list their ideas on the board. Now develop Me
middle of the story by asking what happened in the story and
listing the events in order on the board. Finally, move to the
conclusion with questions such as: What happened at the'end? Does
this mean anytking-to anyone else besides these characters? Again, list the
comments on the board. Once all the ideas have been expressed
and summarized-on the board, have the students write their own
versions of the story. They should'be allowed to use ideas from
the board, bilt they should not be restricted to that if they wish
to follow another path.

1

Alo With an activity such as this the teacher works through t he
process visually, verbally, and in print with the students, giving each
an oppdrtunity to understand what is going on through each of the
three media, Then the teacher asks the students to work back
through the discussion and demonstrate their understandings in

6
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print; Thisofeedback f;om the students should indicate to the teacher"
who needs more work in what area and at what level. Some of the
students may have to be given another Oppdrtunity to demonstrate

r,

underitandihg by giving the teacher either a verbal or a visual
narration of the same story. The problem may be that of translating.
the ideas from one medium to another rather than not being able to
use the component steps.Ifthe problem.is one of transference, then
the teacher's efforts should be directed toward helping the student
make the transition from one medium to another instead of
reviewing the initial concept again. If, on the other hand, it is lack of
understinding, the instruction shOuld be aimed at understanding-the
.concept and then at transferring it from one medium to another.

For. some classes instruction in narrative composition
terminate here. For others, however, it is Important that the
students learn how to work with narration in more ,depth so' that
they can compose more than just a superficial story. In order to reach
this greater understanding of narration, at least a few major
elements must be considered. The next section of this chapter
concentrates on the development of character and the use of dialogue

Oand figurative language in the narrative composition.

Narrative Elements 1
As with the discussion of other aspects of the narrative process/

the focus hire will 'primarily be on how these elements are,
demonstrated in various media and how the teacher can use these
media, especially visuals, both to instruct and to motivate studehts.
Again, the assumption behind most of the activities is that if students
internalize the concept by,working with it in a visual medium, they
can more easily relate it to print than if they were forced to memorize
the process only in print. Although the exercises are presented as
independent activities, the teacher should reinforce use of the
composing process by having students work through the process
after each set of activities.

Characterization. Since students know more about themselves
than they do about others, this would be a logical place to start with
characterization. Sometimes, however, students are reluctant to talk
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or write about themselves as it may reveal to much to the audience.
As much as students claim to be honest and open with each other,
there is4till a deep need to preserve one's privacy. Many students live
behinda mask of what they think is the ideal personality. Conse-
quently, it is often difficult for these, students to talk about
themselves. When asked to do so, they become very self-conscious
and sometimes defensnie. What is imeded is some way to enable them
to look at themselves more objecTively so that they can tap this
wealth of information without becoming-too self-conscious about it.

Pictures offer this possibility. An example will help illustrate
this. Ann was a third grade student Who had nevet,written more
than a few words at a time in school. In addition, she seldom
participated in class discussions and when she did, it was with great
reluctance and self-consciousness. Her teacher gave the following
assignment to the cliiss:

would like you all to go home and either get or take several
photographs ofi your life outside of school. These. male
pictures' of your family, your neighborhood, your friends, or
your home. Bring these pictures into class on Monday.

.

When Ann brought her pictures in, the teacher was pleasantly
surpriied. Ann had gone beyond the assignment and had put the
pictures into a little booklet. On each page was a picture of oneof her
friends and underneath each picture she had written a very brief
description of the picture. In addition to actually writing something
for class, Ann also began to participate activety in class discussions.

I am not saying that this happens only with pictures or for eves 47
student who works with pictures:I am s ggesting that sometimes a
student is able to objectify and discu nal thoughts when he or
she can use a picture as a foil. In effect, the tudent is talking about
the picture rather than! about the self. Once- arrier is surpassed,
the constructive activity often,continues as long as it is received with
encouragement. Exercises like the following one byld on the belief
that if a student can demonstrate feelings and ideas with visuals, he
or shwill be more willing fo share with others.

Have each student look through magazines for pictu'res
which are self- descri,ing. These pictures should reflect what the
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student enjoys doing outside oi.sch4001 and the kind of person the
student thinks he or she is (i.e., how the student thinks he or she

appears to ()there), The student skouldalsol look for pictures
which portray tge kind of person he or she would like tctbe in the
futirre, both in terms of occupation as well as personality. After
each stident -has located and cut out these pictures, have the
class make visual pillows (see Appendix) of themselves. On one
Side of the pillow the student should place those pictures which

--reflect the present and on the-other side those which reflect the

. future. Although one logical follow-up to this activity is to have
--_,. each student discuss their pillow with the class, I would suggest

41*. . they do this only on a voluntary basis. On the other hand, it is
important for them to share their creations with each other.
One way to do this is to hang the pillowsaround the room,
possibly from the ceiling or from lights, so that they can see their
own -and others' on display. . _

.
The teacher also can make a visual-pillow ands explain it to the

class. 'Phis would not only motivate others to share their pillows but

could also proyide an opportunity to begin discussion of characteriia-

tion, with' the tesicher using the pictures to share his or Her own

..
character description. In such a discussion the teacher should raise

points such. as selecting action or interesting pictures to describe
specific aspects of the character. If interestpermits, the teacher could

also indicate that this is one of the ways acorpposer reveals character

through'actions and through physical discriptioik of relevant

features. After this discussion the class could locate pictures to
describe characters other than themselves,

In exercises lik those just described the students work initially
with' visual media and then translate the idea by verbalizing what

they have done visually. Once they feel comfortable with these

media, the teacher should-help them transfer what they see and say

to print. The following activities demonstrate ways to accomplish

this. ,

Have each student draw art imaginary animal. Affer
drawing the animal, have the student write a deicriptIon of the
animal on a separate piece of paper. The students should not put
their names on either the paper or the picture. After the
descriptions have been written, post the pictures around the
classroom. Collect all the descriptions and hand them out

s.

4.
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randomly to the class, then ask each student to locate the picture
the description fits.

In exercises like this the evaluation of the character de'sctiption
is realistic and prompt. The sttret knows it-description has been
successfullyicommunicated to the audience if the reader locates the
right picture. If not, there are some areas that need improvement. If
the two students could discuss where the confusion arose in the
composition, perhaps it can be alleviated.

The following activity brings the students together as a group to
'discuss Ate process of characterization and then asks them to practice
the process individually.

Show a'-series of slides depicting different people, As each
slide ia shown, ask the class what the person is like. Eist their
commentsjon the board or,on an overktead transparency. When a
student stAes what the person is like, ask for specific elements in

. the picture that give this idea (e.g., a wide smile might indicate a
happy person while a deep frown might show the person as a
grouch). Be sure to include some slides showing two people so
"that the class can also discuss how actions also help depict
character. On another section of the board or transparency keep
track of }he ways character is portrayed in the slides. After the
final slide, review the charaveristics and the methods'used to
portray these characteristics (such as physical description,
setting, action's toward otlier people, others' actions and the

orcharacter, etc.). Finally, show one or two m slides of
characters and ask eech student to describe one of the characters
in writing, using some of the techniques discussed in class. In the

\ written description, the student should not just say that the
character is gleari, but rather also should describe a situation'Or
physical attributes that convey such an impression.

Dialogue Exercises like the two just given help the student
describe the personality andhysical attributes of a character. The
next activity aims at helping the strlent get inside a character and
describe feelings and perception-Thom the character's point of view.
This type of activity asks students to empathize with the character

. and imagine what they would feel like if they were in his shoes. For
thisjeasort, it is often valuable to use pictUres of people or situations

4 With which the students can readily empathize.

s
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Show slides of a person laughing, crying, getting angry, etc.
AAc students to imagine they are the person in the picture and to
describe what they feel like, what they see, hear, smell, and taste.
Discuss the feelings and sensations with the class byemphasiz-
ing the feelings shown in the picture (citing evidence from the
picture), and then move to feelings and sensations from the
character's point of view. This activity could be followed up by
showing the students another.character slide and having them

, write a view of the world from the character's point of view.

Another wayof treating the same concept involves having
the students role-play the character in the slide. After the class
discussion of the character, ask for volunteers to take the part of
the character and aet out ari improrhptu scene, While the
volunteers are acting out the scene, other members of the class
could take notes for a script. After the acting,-have the actors
work with the writers in small groups to perfect the script which
depic0 the character's plysonality. They could .then put on a
short skit based on -this script.

Throughout the characterization discussions and activities, the
tea(her should demonstrate hOw a tomposerdefines and clarifies the
characters through physical description, action, and dialogue.

154logue. Sciiptwriting is obviously a perfect introduction to
writing dialogue. Howeyer, it may be too far removed from the *ory
forritat for some students tb see how dialogue operates within the
frarriework of narration. One way to introduce narrative dialogue is
with cartoons.

Make a transparency of a cartoon with the words in tfie
balloons blocked out. As you show this transparency on. the
screen, ask the students to fill in the balloons with appropriate
words. After the balloons have been filled in, ask the class why
this dialogue is appropriate for this action. In a discussion of the
relationship between dialogue and action, you may wish to
demonstrate how Words.can either reinforce what the character
is doing or cancontradict the action, depending on the author's
intention. This. could be followed up by giving the students
comic strips With the words omitted and ask them to work in
small groups to supply the, missing words.

In activities like the* the actions of the %ople irr the picture
indicate what the'dialogue is. The task. for the students is to first read
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the pikture, determining what the dialogue should be according to
the setting and descriptions of the characters, and second to imagine
the appropriate dialogue. After the students have had an opportunity
to work with dialogue by itself, they should, practice putt$ng it in

, context with the rest of the narration.

Show slides of people in verbal ,situations, such as two
.r- people shouting at'elchother. As the class examines the various/

slides, have the students make up appropriate dialogue to be
included in a written account of what is going on in thr picture.
After the class has had an opportunity to discuss the various

. ,ideas, have each student choose a slide or another picture and
write a narrative about the scene including dialogue.

Scriptwriting is an excellent way to familiailize students with
dialogue, as was demonstrated in a previous exercise. In Addition,
scriptwriting forms a good bridge between verbalization of an idea
and the print translation of that idea. One way to encourage this
activity is through role-playing and writing down the dialogue as it
comes forth. Another way is to write alcript for a film or filmstrip:

Using a filmstrip which depicts two or more characters,
have_students assume the roles of the various people involved.
Give the students time to create, write, and rehearse their lines.
After they have prepared their lines, show the filmstrip to ge
class And have the actors give the dialogue (or each frame. If the
actor's are too self-conscious to recite in front of the class, they
could record the dialogue on tape to accompany the filmstrip. \.,/
This activity may be extended by having the 'actors revise the
dialogue and play it for another class.

14its type df activity provides a fairly easy entrance into role -
playing for those who are too self-conscious to actually perform in
fro rik of the class. First, it allowt_the very shy to use a tape recorder
and ereby stay completely offstage. Second, the attention of the
class is focused primarily on the screen, not on the actors. In this way
the students can perforrn,:but still remain in the background, a far
leis threatening position than totally in front of the class.

As students. develop ability to use dialogue in scripts and in
.

written narration, they will begin to see how dialogue can be used to
elp define a character, to expl4in or promote action, or to make an

gr
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insightful point to the audience. Since these are the important under-_

standings, I would suggest that the teacher not be Overly concerned

with ihetpunctuation, of dialogue until the students have become
secure in their understandings of the functions of dialogue in
narration. The punctuation of dialogue is a mechanical act which
should not interfere with the the concept itself. If it is
stressed too early, the student may-become too why of this aspect
and decide not to use dialogue at all. The teacher should encourage

use of dialogue first and then help the student learn the mechanical
aspects later.

Figurative Language. Nearly all composition in which two ideas can

be juxtaposed involves figurative language. Films, for example, use
figurative language constantly as the filmmaker comparescharacters

and actions with other things to definelnd clarify them through'the
analogy. For example, the technique of movingquickly from a picture

of two lovers kissing to one of a fire roaring 'in the fireplace has
become-an overused visual metaphor comparing the passion of the
lovers with the blazing heat of the fire. Indeed,,the filmmaker often,

has a More difficult task than the writer because the audience is
usually. more familiar*with visual metaphors than with print, having *-

been exposetto them more often. Because we are so attuned to the
visual medium and because the picture often leaves more of an
impression on our minds, visual metaphors quickly become outdated.
However, this medium does provide an excellent vehicle for The
students' exploration'of figurative language.

One way. to involve students in narrative writing is to show
them that our language can be ffin if one is willing to experiment
with it. In fact, such experimentation is important_if the composer

hoped to have a narration effectively portray a character or action. In

addition to iltusifating action and character by dialogue and
description, the composer also defines them by comparisons,
through figurative language. Homer, ;for example, compares
Odysseus' driving the stake into the Cyclops' eye with

"One who with in auger-bores
A great ship timber. Those below him
Twist it by thongs on tither side,
And still it ever turns nceaaing."
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\Not only is t is a print metaphor, it is a vivid risualmetaphor as well:71v
The power f this analogy comes by the reader's, visualizing the

-turning of t e stake. In fact, some have argued that nearly all
metaphors ace primarily 4visuat If this is so, then the most
appropriate p ace to initiate discussion of figurative language would
be with vis als and comparisons between verbal idioms and
vgualizatidn f these phrases.

Begin this activity briefly by examining a few visually
*absurd ph ases, e.g., the teacher bit his head off. First, have the class

xarpples f when they h4ve heard the phrase used. After the
is,cuss th- idiomalicz meaning of the phrases, citing specific

Class has iscussed the verbal or idiomatiC meaning of the
jphrase, sh w them a picture of what it means literally. Now have
Ithe studen s find their own phrases or select ones (gam a list you
I have prep ed., and visualize them either with mobiles, pictures,
or drawin

1'11'
-This xercise can be extended to include discussion and

visualizati n of analogies in writing as well. In these exercises it
would be aluable to discuss the reasons behind the analogy and
the effect the composer is trying .to --have on the audience. For
example, I what way are somlone's e es big as saucers? Why not boxes?

,Discussio s in- activities like the last should eveptually bring out
e- idea that analogies are made only between specific Aspects of

o jects, not b tweerf entire objects. These specific aspects have tp be
c mmon to .th items in.the analogy, otherwise there is no point of
comparison The audience has. to be able to visualize the relevant
details of t comparison in context with the original item. This is
true of all hree media: visual, verbal, mid print. If the audience

.0e cannot associate one item with the other with regard to some
relevant detail, the Comparison is absurd. For example, when a man is
compared with a lion, the audience can associate the strength of the
tWo and, therefore, see the analogy. On the other hand, when eyes
are compared to boxes, the relevant details are either absent or so
o scure that the audience will probably not comprehend the.-
c

,!,

mparison. Students should learn to look fore relevant details in
analogies. . 1

.
.--

Select two pittares which can form an analogy, such as a .

man and a lion, and show them to the dais. Begin the discussion,.

ar
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for example, by saying, He was like a lion. ?Discuss various ways a
man can be like a lion (picking out relevant details). Show two
more pictures, keeping the orientation of the analogy the same
(i.e., the man on the left and the lion on the right). Ask.the f tudents to
state the analogy. Use another example, sucliCtis, The, house was a

service station. Discuses the ways a hous_e,can be like a service
station, pointing out relevant details s,uclir as both provide fuel.
(This example is purposely farfetched to-encourage students to
experiment freely.) After repeating the ex re* a few times, ask ,,

the, students to find visualiexamples of th itomn ana.have thern--.
show and discuss these analogies in small roups. )1.-

Visual analogies can also be delhonstr ted by showing one
picture inside another. For example, drgw a large picture of a-
heart. In the middle of the heart place a lece of white paper,
about 12" by 15". On this white paper flash, fides of other items,
such as a roaring furnace an ice cube. effect, the visual:
metaphor is saying, His heart was an ire cube. tfrit ti thisdemonstra-

%ion the visual analogy is more direct th n frith the previous .

activity, but the ensuing discussions shouldbe the same.

igurative language
t irovides an oppor-

Working with yisuit media when teachin
accomplishes more than one objective. First,
tunity to expand the students'. imaginations, 0 help them actively

tlisearch for analogies as they okgerve life arouii them. Second, using
makes experimenting with languagel ti, even for those who s,

do not like print. Hopefullz, this enjoyment ,a d sense of experimen- ,.

tation will carry_ovtr.to their writing. Third, t shows students that
, figurative language is not just the mernoriz tion of terms such as

'Metaphor and simile, but gather it is at the co e of vivid cemmunica-

tion in All media. F'or this reason, I feel th terms themselves are
unnecessary at,this point. The teacher sho41 introdOce terms only. .

, after the students have become confident tliihe use-of the concept. -

Otherwise, they may presen e an artificial obstacle to understanding
the use of figurative language.

Review
The following are samples of activities

. the students review the narrative process.
going one which provides an opportUnity

L
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their own to develop s which continue to ?rouble them even:After
the claetIscu'isions d follow-tip activities. The secOndexeroplifies
those which imp . to give the students an oppcnItunity to
demonstiatetheir 4nderstandings of the narrative process.

,. . ' ., At
. _ fn a section bf the classrotm, such as an interest center,

place a large number of pictures in a file box. For each *hire
' : have a series'of question's pertaining tolthat pictutedvad aimedat

.
, develciping one,skill. For ekample: on the back of apicture sof a

4
person you might have characterization questions, e.g., What fkiiki

. this person look likeiyhat is hi doing? What might he be saying? What is his
personality like? For a picture depicting an action scene yolt.might
have plot questions, e.g., What happened ten minutes before thrpicture

4 was taken? hat was happening when the piiture was taken What happened
after the picture was taken?. ,

Center such as this lives stu nts the facilities and'An
Reportun iesso.reinforeitliose concepts teacher has discussed
in class. In addition to all th se.items mentioned ip this and previous'
exercises for the interest4n,er, such as if recorder, boxes of still
pint ores, and storrboard,"it s uld alio have illaterials the students
can use to.patike`the. own grains, such as extra slides, old
magazines, scissors, tape, paste; Arts1 construction paper.

While the interest center allows for continuOus'reviewthik
folloWing.activity is more strNtured in to be sure that t °

students actuallycan'tie aJl theiearningVogether in a concentrated
. .

review. -

. . After students have become .familiar with the -basic
elements of asbort narration (setting, plot, chataCter), show a
series of slides which encompass most of these elements. As each .

slide is shoWn, ,ask the students where they 'would use it in af.' rstay (i.e., what narrative element does the slidereflect?). There
may be differZnces of opinion, abOdt many of the slides. TIP is
gbod; as it is f he discussion of the concept that is valuable, not a
right answer. Select one &de from the series and develOp it into
a paragraph dealing with one aspect of the story, siich'as setting.

OA, the next day give students- a 'list of introductory
sentences,' such as; The first half. of the dal/ passed without

- incident. Show the slides from the previous day and ask sfu-..
' dents to match sentences with slides (e.g.., apicture of a school
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Q of move through the process. This alternative has the advantage-of
constantly demonstrating where each of 'the. elements fits in the'
overall narrative. Also, tills °gives the students -a chance to im= ;

mediately apply each exercise toward an overall -goal as they on use
the'ideas -discussed in the exercises tdimprove theiebasic stories. ,

t.. . .

hallway with the sentegte above). Have the sttglents work in
small groups discussing how they would, evelor; this introduc-
tory sentence and slide. .

:Firiallythe'students could either der eir discussion
story with the introductory slide and sen nce into a written
narration 'or they could makeup a slide story. If some choose the
latter, have them select ten slides From ipridonigrqpip of 15.
After they select these slides, have them sequence the glides into .,*

a story line and write the' narration for the story to.accompany
the slides. ea 0
The slide story is especiallyappropriate for students who have

(- considerable difficulty with writing. Not only does it provide, a

review of the process,, but it also gives them the opportunity to '
roduce something which they canlegitimateN share withthe rest of.

fhe'class.,
An akernlitive to- this kind of review and demonstlation of

understandings would be to have the class keep the skeleton.
frameworks they constructed at the beginning of the instruction on
narrative - composition and continually develop the stories ai they

. .....-

.
Startirs for the Teacher -

. -

Very often all a stuaent needs to stimulate creative expreision is,
ora gettle push, an incentive, to produce somethi Once given the .

righnitimullinnd the right atmosphete, the daents frequently
. surprise peers and teachers alike With their abilities abilities which

were always there' but untapped. Several books and articles have
sited innumerable ways to motivate students to write. However, I
feel the most itriportant ingredients in- Inotiv,ating students are a
relaxed. classroom mood and an enthusiastic, imaginative teacher.
the following activities ariby no means exhaustive. In fact, they are .:

included especially for the teacher rather than the student. These .

Ay,
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activities are meant only to stimulate the teacher to think of other
activities for particulae,students. In this attempt, the Activities do

repr range of visual approaches in addition to those already

4

eri that will h'Opefully spark the imagination of the teacher.

.0' Make a paper movie. At the beginning of this activity,
conduct a discussion with the entire class and arrive at A theme
for a class movie. If the class is too large, you may wish to Lite

- small groups (about five to a group). On the theme is decided,
discuss some possible scenes in this movie. Then have everyone
in the group draw and color a picture representing the various
scenes. Sequefi-ce the pictures and paste them on a long sheet of-
paper and make a' rollee movie (see Appendix). Once the movie is
ready to'roll, have students narrate each picture as part.of the
story.

Have students ma
narration. After the film
have students work in p
tht filmstrip using acet

a filmstrip icipmpaniedisby a taped
has been prepared (see Appendix),
create a short story and draw it on
ns. After they finish the drawing,

have them record the story on tape. Then they can present it toe
the class. , Is °

--- -A'varia&ion of this would be to have the students make a
slide -tape show by drawing VI acetate and then cutting it to fit in
slide frames. This activity has the advantage over the filmstrip in
that the slides can be rearranged after production. A slide-tape
shOw can also be created by having students select a few slides
from a group; sequence them using an overhead projectoras a
viewing screen; narrate the story; and present it to the class.

Have the-students make string paintings4see Appendix)
and color inthe outlines to form images. Once the'imagea have
been created, have the sibillents make up stories about those

,) images. Some elelisentary school 'students have.even written
cinquains to accompany the string painting.

\---.."-L
. i ni§ activity requires two classes, preferably at different

schools. The teacher io the first class takes slides of individual'
students in the class. The slides should be a ome action- the
student ttinks-is characteristic. Send the slid to ih e second
class. The teacher in the' second class then sho he slides to
students and asks each student to write a description, biog-
raphy (hypothetical, of course), or short story about one of the

.students depicted on a slide. The compositions are then returned
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to the students in the firstclass. These sttidents then reply to the
individual writers in the second class via letters. The corre-
spondgnce can be carried on indefinitely. Usually, -a few stu-
dents will keepit awhile, but most willprobably stop aftera feW
letters.

Have students make three-dimensional creatures out of
papet scraps, emall,obiecti,, anything available for their use.
Display the creatures on a bulletin bgard or table. Instead of
asking themlo describe what the creature looks like, have them
make up a story about it, puffins it into a complete narration.

, -Have students make inkblots by creasing a piece of paper
in the middle, droppinro:lack ink or paint'on one half, and folding
it over and- rubbing i the ink or paint on both sides of
the crease. After the ink or paint if dry, have the students
describe whit they imagine and create a story about it.

Have each studeht take a piece of white paper and cut a
ihole in it. After thetiole is cut, have students exchange papers

with their neighbors. Now have each student.draw and color a
picture incorporating the hiale- in 'the final image. Then have the
students write a story about the image friey,have created.

The activities operate on three basic assumptions not often
observed by teachers. The first is that peopleneed time to think while
they are creating and composing. This contemplation time, hoWeVer,,
shoilld not be th unt of time granted by the assignment, Think
it over tonight a nd be ready to work on it tomprroyv.Most
teachers realize at-duting this time very little mentak effort is
expendedtoward the compositibri by many students. (in tH other .

hand, the activities like those just described -allow the composer '.re
opportunity to thin about the creation and final coMpositidn.While
Working on it; formllating the_image. .

TheRecond assumption is that one of the most difficult steps in
composing a-narrative work is the first, the beginning. By first step I
do not mean the*imultis its4if. This is someone else's move, nothe
student's. Tfle first real step is the one "ich theatudent takes, his or

a her reaction to the stimulus: This is the one that initiates commit=
ment ko the work. However, if it is perceNelas a difficult one, the
student may not take it. Consequently, the initial step in these
activities is a very mechanical one, such as cutting a hole or dropping
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some ink. This is one which the students can take,easily, without too
mt.itti mental strain or tension. The hope is, 'that this small
commitment to the work will serve as a spark .which 1111 kindle a
small flame of imagination as the student , fans it during the
contemplation time. , -

Finally, all of the activities developing various composing skills,'
are most effective when the student is given theoppo'rtunityto-dpply '

immediately in a complete work. Thi lication involvese(app
aving the, student follow the cornposin process: reacting to a

stimulus, experimenting with ideas and words, writing a roljgli draft,
sharing the draft with others, revising the draft, and submitting the
final draft to the teacher for reaction.

4,
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CHAPTER

osition4

4.

"Write a short essay on grading." "Explain-how to ride a
snowmobile." "Write a composition
'Old.' " The majority of composition
like ,these. Each one 'calls for some

t Ann Sexton's' poem,
is revolve around topics

explanation of the
composer's idea. In fact, except in a few English classes; the only kind

of composition required of students in school is expository. Because

many students do not knew how to write in this mdde, theare
unaPle to demonstrate their understandings and, consequently, have .

difficulty in- many, of their - classes.. ,

Written composition, however, is not the only medium that
allows for e2cposition. ;Most of .our conversation, especially in aca-

demic settin&s,,,is also expository since we are usually attempting to

explain our thoughts and defend our ,ideas. So,me teachers assume

this is a natural ability. It may be 0:outside of school, but in schoolit

seems some studerts lose this natural ability to explain.it could be

.that these students just do not have enough information to say
anything about the topic. On the other hand, in some cases it also

could be that the students know what they want to say but just can't

put it into words. Perhaps they should begin' at a 'different
composition level, with visuals, l they cannot put it into words,
maybe they can'tput It into pictures."

As in the preceding chapter, l'Sfrongly suggest that the teacher

use a variety of media to help studerits explore the composing

process. For each o(the expbsitdry topicsfolrered here, other texts

r
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offer many excellent' suggestions on using literatureN and print
exercises to ac live the same-ends, helging students better explain
their thou&hti o an audience, I believe -acumbination of approaches
will ben t s entis' better than arty single/one alone. The
'should ex e all avenues ancrpresent a smorgIstx)rd of ideas to

.. "Joudents'so each may find the most Suitable learning style. This'
smorgasbord,,however, should not be haphazard; rather, it should be

. a sequenced series of explorations into the composition process with
each step building on the.pieceding one. WitHin each step the teacher
should sequence, the exerciselto allow students to work through the
various instructional modes: .sensory, verbal,-and print.

Most of the expolpn in. English and language arts classes
requires the student, to take a position'ind tiffencrit; explain how
something is done; or analyze a piece Of literature. For this reason I

. have limited discussion of. exposition to the general expositor,/
pattern, the argumentativil ssay, the process essay, and the

t .., analytical, essay.

Eipository Pattern
The overall composing process for eZpositiori parallels that out-.

- -lined previously. First, -the cbmposer reacts to a stimulus, exploring
the topic, free-itgociating or brainstorming to ekit many'

' bramification's of the topic. Second, the 'composer experiments with
words and ideas. Third, a rough draft is vvritt4i, narrowing the topic

. to focus on those points which irelliimost important and which can
be developed most fully. Some students have difficulty with this step
because they feelthey have to include everything ih their essayst, and,

. therefore-, end -up with a list of undevelor;4d, inconsequential ideal.
During this stage the writer also arranges the points in a specific..
order, trying to establish some pfogression through the composifion,
and describes or proxides support for each of these points. Fourth,
the writer shares the work with someone else, examining -The
'effectiveness of the '0.rgument or description. After sharing, the
writer revises the composition on. the basis of the suggestions.
Finally, the writer, submits the completed composition to the in-

. tended audience

' a 63 .
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Show the class a picture and brainstorm all idealehat
come to mind. As thebtudents call out their ideas, list them on
the chalk board or capitead transparency. Once they are listed,
ask the claw which ideas can be the most fully developed. List

these on another section of the board or transparency. Divide

tlieclass into small groups (from three to five per group) and ask
each group to put the secpnd list of ideas into a, specific order.

After the groups hue doe this (about five minutes), list each
group's ordered list on the board and ask the,respective groups .(

to explain why they selected'that Articular order.

Now, have the students work in small groups again to
provide support for each of the mints. For -this part of the
activity you can eitherlave each group list supporting ideas for

each major idea, or you can divide the major ideas for only one
idea apiece. After they-have finished, have them share their lists
with the whole clasi. .

. 4- e

Once this stage is reached, the composer is ready to put the ideas
1

into the exposition pattern. Generally, this pattern includes an ,

introduction, a development, and a conclusion, which as comparable

to the beginning, middle, andendiscussed in "Nartation."
Introduction. As in narrative composition, the function of the

beginning of an ex _position is to the reader into it. The beginnings

of -both serve to interest the audience, provide necessary backg oiiii

info tion, and indicate what will probably develop thioughout the

rest of he composition. This applies to expositionineCny medium. In

a photo- essay, for example, the composer uses the' first' picture to

catch the attention of the 'viewer and state a thesis. Because of the

nature of the medium, a photo-essay usually arouses interest by

showinga vivid example of the thesis. It may, however, also use some_

of the techniques used in written expositiOn, such as an allusion to ,

something which the, iudiencelvill accept as' authority, such as a

'quotation; or even give a bsiff anecdote reflecting the thesis. Sind

the following activities aleiltilt Upon theassumption that the two

media are similar, we should xamirte the ways the two use these

introductory techniques.'
The first technique, providing a dramatic illustration* the

thesis, is actually more appropriate for visual than print media. With

visual exposition the composer accomplishes tl;is.directly, but 'with

I
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print the image must be re-created in the reader's mind. Ope picture
of the following situation would suffice to introduce the thesis that
teaching is a difficult profession: '.!The students were all wandering
around the room, paying little attention to the teacher. Books were
cast haphazardly on 41g-floor. The teacher tried in vain to reclaim
attention."

The second technique, providing authority, is more often found
in print than in visual expositions. All the,writer does is quote from a
respected source. The purpose of this technique may.vary. Some may
use a quotation or illusion to expand the meaning of the exposition.
For "(ample, a reference to Noah and the Great Flood immediately
draws an analogy between what ohe has to say and the implications
of the Great Flood. At visual exPositioncan also refer to/ mote
authoritativdor universal statements. For example, in a visual essay
on the financial crisis of the 1970's the composer may begin with a
picturJ from the Great Depression showing the despair on Walt
Street. In a photo-essay exploring the use of feminine wiles, the
composer may begin with the classic visual dePictin4 the mystery of
woman, the Mona Lisa. Although the form is different., the
technique is the same. Both media, in their vn manner, allude to
other statements to leil their essays- authority,

The third technique, illustrating the thesis throtigh a short
anecdote, is sometimes used in both media -but more often in print.
In some photo-essays, howeIff the composer may use the first, few
pictures to relatehowfan individual is affected by the financial crisis
and thek.t.she exposition on the crisis. All three of _these
techniques are often used to introduce expository compositions by
(a) arousing interest in the topic and*(b) stating the thesis of the

,essay.
Show an action slide and ask thetlass to describe what they

see. After most of the comments have been made, ask them for
possible es is statements (i.e., What idea is the photographer.trying to

introduc t these on the board. For each thesis statement ask*
the stu .ts what elements of :the slide.point to that specific
thesis. Now ask the students to verbalize that introduction (e.g.,
"The town was completely destroyed. Fuses were demdlished;
cars overturned; stores destroyed. Hubicanes can cause con-
siderable damage to coastal-towns."). Write these statements on

4
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the board or transparen . Hopefully, 'the class iefil present a
oggple of ways of sta tin the introduction for the same thesis
they do, have them se t one-to develop as a class. Put thei
choice.on the board an work on it with the class, making it as

. as possible and end it with the thesis statement. Afte r,graphic r., ...

this the class -could repeat the activity, but this,time in small
groups. Once they. have developed the introduction verbally,
have them put it in writing and share it with the entire class.

This type of actiYity, can be repeated for' each type of
-

introduction. For example, to demonstrate reference tocuthork
ty you might use pictures of ?famous situations or classie
photographs or paintings, such 'as "Migrant Mother" or"Mona
Lisa." , .

Activities such as .these involve several piinciples. First, they
involve the whole class in disdlosiop of theconceptl-Second, they lead

the clasi through the concept step by step. Third, they give the
student's an opportunity to discuss and wbrk with the concept in

small grOupi, prombting -more infoimat discusiion from more
students. Finally; they show students how theycan apply.theconcept

in different media, transferring their ideasfrom one to the other.
The next activity demonstrates how the expository procesi is used

by many outside of school, giving wider application of the process

than just writin&in school.; 4 .6. ,
1 .

Select a magazine advertisement whiCh tmes a quotation,
question, OF anecdote to-manipulate an audience and show it to
the class, (See Appendix for photocopying.) Ask students to list
details front the slide. Then have them translate the message of

. the stir:104Mo a paragraph incorpArating both the lure (the
quotation,,question, or anecdote) and-the thesis statement (buy.
the product and you will be happy). . .

In addition; to arousing interest and stating the theiis, the
expository introduction sometimes gives clues about how the - .

* composer will develop the thesis. In print expositionsthe structural
clues often take the form of an ordered listing of the subtopics be

covered. In visual expositions such clues are more indireCt in Olat e ,..

order may not be so evident. However, the important. elements e

-often contained in the first ,.picture. For example if planning to
_ ...."

compare two factions in an argument, such as police versusTioters,
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the composer will probabl include both in the initial picture and then

--/ de with eat faction t roughout the rest of the essay. Students
sho Id learn how to pr vide clues forlheir audiences sin% these
clues give the audience a review of what follows and an indication of
what.to look for in eac section of the essay. This orientation is
important as it gives co erence to the overall work, putting each

_ componentin perspective for the audience.

s

Place two pictu es side by side and display them in froth of
the class. These pic ures should reflect comparable items, such
as a farmhouse and n office building. Ask the class in what ways
are the,items in the ictures alike. Then ask for differences. List
the comments. Thi gives the class the raw ideas. Now have
them edit and sequence the ideas. Then go back to the tativres .

and ask the class NO verbalize what they se including some of
the ideas they wofuld use to follow these :ectures. As they
verbalize this opening statement, write it on the board. Then,
develop it with he class inserting structural clues where
appropriate. A god follow-up to this activity would be to
present two more pictures and ask the students to Write an
introductory paragraph' based on them in small groups.

. ,
In sum, the introduction of the exposition serves several --

functions. First, it arouses sufficient interest iiiihe audience so that
they will continue with the rest-of the composition. Second, it
provides a thesis statement so that the audience is immediately
aware of thdopic of the exposition; Third, it may provide clues as to
flow the composer will develop this thesis so the audience can
anticipate the overall structure ofthe composition. Once the stage is

4 set, the composer is ready to develop the rgst of the exposition.
Development. After introducing a topic, the composer then has to

develop it, presenting arguments to prove the thesis, explaining a
process, or analyzing a work. ObvioUsly, the first step in this stage is
to sequence the major points the composer plans to work with in the
essay. If structural clues have been provided in the introduction, this
step has already been taken. For each idea, moteover, the composer
has to provide adequate support. Many students tend to leave the
main ideas alone assuming, that they are self-evident and acknowl-
edged by all. They evident to the composer, but they are
usually not so for Jiltdience. Bripstorming activities such as
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those presented earlier might help students find supporting ideas for

the more general topics. During these activities, ,however,.-the
teacher should be careful that the studepts do not just list parallel
thoughts; but, instead, focus On ideas that are subordinate to the

maih ones.
Once information and supporting details have been gathered,

We-student is- ready to put it into an appropriate form for an,
audience. Sometimes this step is taken for granted, but actually this

is the heart of the composing process. Up to this point all the student
has been gathering is raw data. Now the student has to compose it.

Instead of just listing main and supporting ideas, the composer put§

them into -context, demonstrating the relationship among all of
them. If the composer, fails to do this, not only is the audience,bored
but their understandirig of the message is hampered. Withou
appropriate transitions and relationship clues, the audience is fore
either to ignore the relationships at() construct their owit. In eith P

case the final perception. of the message may not be Fhat 't co
composer intended. Consequently, the teacher' should proy de
oppOrtunities for students to examine, mit% ideas for.suppcir

...0tails, look for relationships among the main and supportin as,

and also use' appropriate transitions and clues to convey
relationships to the audience.

Construct a visual exposition comparing or contasti g two
ideas, such as city life versus suburban life, In the first picture
you should have elements of both ideas, such as slAbuthan
Pillage and a city skyline. Show the picture or slideto the class
and discuss the kind of exposition this prepares tIllk audiencelor
and what the main ideas might be. Then show the rest of the
visual exposition without comment. Repeat the showing asking
"studenteto verbalize ideas presented by the respective pictuf,*

,-List some of the ideas on the board. Discuss the relationships -A,
among the pictures, concentratingin how you express the
relationship verbally. For example, student might say,"While
the city has large buildings and will to wall concrete, the village
has nb big'buildings, but has rolling hills and forests." After you
have discussed' the slides, review the ways the students have
indicated relationships, with words such as while, both, the one,
the other. Ask the class to list other words they could use to tie. ,

the ideas together and record them on the bard. After the class
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has had an opportunity to discuss ths, exposition, ask then to
write a composition based on- the slides: Have them use the
words on the board and the class discussion as they wish' A good
follow -up would be to have students work, in small groups to
compose a visual essay, either with slides or as a filmstrip. After
they complete the visual composition, they Could either make a

. tape to accompiny it or write captions4or the individual,
pictures.

An activity such as this proVides the student with an example of
tiow one may proceed with an exposition comparing or contrasting
two ideas. If provides a concrete example and acommon experience
to work from, and also offers input frodrother people for additional

: ideas. This type of actility also gives the students verbal tools, such
as transitions, which they can use in their work. In constructing the
initial visual essay, the teacher should not worry about making it too
perfect. It is the disciis,lion of the essay that it importankif there are
some nowt in" the cOmparisoh, perhaps more discussion' will be
generated. Finally, this kind of activity should give the student an
opportunity to put the-ideas discussed into .practice irnmediatelY(
while the discussion is still fresh in mind. .

Part of the purpose of-the transitions is to provide movement
throughout the composition. This movement shOuld enable the
audience tpu4 the ideas into perspective With the surrounding ones.
In order to allow, this, the composer should continually review a little
of what came before and indicate what will follow. In short, the:.
corni)osIr should look back and move ahead.

Before students can express this movement in writing they have
to be able to work with it conceptually. Often, teachers give
additional print exercises to those students who have ,difficulty
organizing their ideas into a logical pattern and then feel frustrated
over a lack of improvement. Perhaps some pf these studentsneed to
work on a different instructional level. t nercises such as the
following allow individual, students or entire classes to explore the
concept or organization through the three media: visual, verbal, and
pfint.

,

Take a series of pictures of the classroom,-includirig people, ,
activities, objects (e.g., chalk rd, teacher's desk,,door, ceiling,
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lights,.etc.). Have one group of students organize the tfcturei in

'order of importance (i.e most imPortant to them or to the

teacher). Have a second group organize the pictures spatially

.#. (e.g., moving from left to right fro where they are located).

-Have each group* display the pic res; describe what their.
assignment was; and explain the relationship among the

\pictures. Now have the entiYe class Iscuss,Words they could use

to move from one picture to the other. As the class calls out the

words, list them on thipboard under either of two headings:

importance or spatial. As a follow-Up activity yyou could have thel
entire class tak or locate pictures; organize ; discussihem

that organiza ional pattern.
in pairs or sm groups; and then write an exposition based on

6,
is

As the students begin to Ark ith movement and transition
within the, composition, they shquld concentrate both onbttodui-

tory and concluding transitions. 0 ten, the writer anticirAtes the

nextvaragraph wjth a clue in the inal sentence of the preceding

patapaph. 2 $ 4

Using slides such as thos used for demonstrating sequence
in the second chapter, revie the structure of the paragraph,

emphasizing the movemen within the paragraph from one

picture to the next. After the students havecompleted the story,

show the last slide and a itilikted but different slide and ask

questions such as, Which is the bgte. slide to end the stoilThere will,

probably be disagreement, but ultimately you sho able to

iarrive at a compromise such as, Slide A is better to nd he story

^ *completely, and slide 13 is better if wk plan to c ntinue with

. another paragraph because it introduces a new merit.

I suggest working with an exercise in which th iludente have

liad some previous experience far two reasons. First, i demonstrates

some continuity between the study of narration and .the,study of

exposition.. The- processes are similar even tgiough some of- tlhe

techniques' may vary. Sec6nd, it allows the students to concerierate

on just the ending since they have already dealt with the story. This

focus of attention is good becatuse it allows students to understand

one skill rather than struggling with several at once, 'whichibould be

_confusing.
. =

, 11

Activies like these not oruy allow the student to practice the

skill, but also give the teacher:the opportunity to discover where the

I
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' i:,student has a woblem. Once this s known, th* teacher can design
additional exelises that-kid fromigie student's area t011 success

: toward improving dthei'areas. For example, if one-can sence well
' . Visually bitt has difficulty' verbalizing these organizational palleri4,

. -. .---exercises_ which allow use of the skill visually first andthen verbally

..shobldhelp done Than just additional "print exercises. ._ ''
ConcluiiA. . The conclusion 40 the'', expbsition should tie I

everyng together. 1"!iks is usiiilljy done- either by restating ihe '

thesis or tummarizing tEe mainarguments. Al hpugh thiS is afairly /
41

. .

'simple step,. many students fail t take it rleave the au,diplcp/
:lunging. Before practicing dilliti nt ways cif iconauding the ex

0_1 poii.tbry paragrapht it w Uld be a^ oodiklea to mcingtrate the ne
i foil; an ; ,- ..riate endi

/411.. --

Sho,414 ecp' sitory fil (n4strip, such as those offer; used in .
histo,ry ,dasses; but stop it before the end. "Ask the class ff.'s'
anything' is missing. Hopefully, they will state that tkefilmstnip
does rip' end, that they netod moreinformation or a summary;,
This c'Euld also be done with a slide presentation-or with still
PictureS. Once the students realize sameating is missing, you
cguld discuss the kinds of endings that Koui,d be appropriate for 1.
that exposition. After. this brief discUssion, ask the students to
.create ,variou's endings for the filmstrip'. IDIkciiss these con-
clusions bctt,hiE terms of whatipes they represent, such as
restatement:Of Wsis or stimma and kit terms,of words used, 6.
e.g., In sum, finally, in conclusion. ,

. As a follck-up to the class .discussion Of the iitivity, the
students could-, wok ;mail gropps With other filmstrips
withdut *ridings,- providing thenitAjth endings by &Awing on
the filmstrip (see_ Appencfix) .and 'giving written or spoken
captious for a crass fresentation.

, I

4

In surn, thisiexpottory pattern of ntro'd ctidn to arouse in-
terest and to state the thesis, oiveloPrnentici ain the main points,
and conclusion to,either rest the thesiS or to surdparize the main
ideas, applies-to most expositions. Within this,paqein, however, are

- .

0,

is

e, ...4

. some variations depending,ciii. the type of.expaition recjaired. The di,
i, , .. ;

most common types de theSe three: -argutnentaiion,. process, and ,
. tan .. .. A 40,

41.
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utposfe /f the argunintative essay is to convince the

audience of a particular pint of view.' As with other types. of ,

.- section the int uction,-the development, and the concluSion. In
oexpositi n, the ar umentative essay cki be brokendwn into three

the in Olio& the composer not only arouses the audience's-0
intere and provides background fvr later arguments, but also states
a posi ion on the argument. Throu out t development of the
essay, the composer provides'suppo ense of a position. Inthe
coact sion, the composer usually restat this position, with some. of

.
providethe stronger arguments reiterated to provide a final thrtist. A brief

discuissiort of each follows.
. .0

nroduciion. The main difference between the introduction in an
argurnentatiVe essay and that in other expositions islhe stitement of
thesis as a stand on an issue or as a particular point of° view. As .

. students work,wIth this concept, they should not only practice raking
..... -

different points of vtew on to kcs, but theyshourd also learn how to
demonstrate their points of view to their audiences. The first'stepin
working with point of view is learning how to establish a point of

' view on a topic. It is a false assumptiOn to believe that'll students feel
strongly about certain iisties,-iuch as dress codeeor drugs.-AIthough
many might have opinions pro or con, many others either do not care
about the issue or do nol wish to commit themselves to one side or
the othe*Before vie can expett students.to develop an timent
a given topic, we should first help them learn how' to take a anr

..& ,

. now a slide of a controversy, such as a riot between polite
pnd rioters. Have the entire class discuss only what is happening,
hot why it is happening. Npw divide the Class into small groups
and have each group take one side of the controversy e.g., some '
'could be policiand others could' be rioters. Have-ek-hgromo.,

, develop arguments to prove the side is right' in the contro-
. ,.

versy.. Have each group present its argument to the class. If
other groups wish to get involved during the-presentation, it
may be more beneficial to let them argue, keeping note me, -

,ttof the statements made. After the discu , repeal so Ole
statements and discuss their validity Iti The clags. oi

Tgis kind of activity stresses loOkiiCat the issue from a
4,,

-particular paint of view. The student should learnipw to becothe

I it,

t
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involved irt the issue without feeling mmediately co rned 4ith it.
This not only helps with developin an argumentativ ssay4 but it
might *help the composer unae stand other sides of iss es. These
activities could be followed up wi h individual work on issualk and,

eventually, by taking a- Stan an issue Ath 'which cur is.very
concerned. Throughout th# discussion stageSol these activities, the

points of view are indicated, first verbally and an in writing. This
i...teacher- should helpelp students !eat e how the various

can be done by reviewing the discussions, repeating the main points
and the Ways students expressed themselves. After the verbal

-YevieWthe teacher should show students how it might look in print.
Then, the students should go through the process individually.

Development and Conclusion. The overall organization of the
rgumentative NO°1y.varies considerably, depending on the par-
ticular'. to/plc ander consideration. After examining each of the main
points for the essay, the student a* to'ecide on 'the order of

lis 'presentation. In some essays the studentwill elect to order idea by
level of importance. In others, however, art inductive or deductive
app..cq,ach maybe elected. Siucknts should practice both so that they
can mike a 'decision later qp the basis of knowing which is mote
appropriate'-for their argument rather than because they only know

, .

. one way. to proceed. . , .7
.,

)

Have students locate or tale ctutss that(a) state the thesis
4 of their argument ancit(b, support the argument. To work with

the inductive approach, have themilace the, pictures _in' a
sequence that provides many examples of the argument. and
suIminate4 in the thesis statement. Afterilley have sequenced'
the pictures, have 'them verbalize the expOsition. Take one

,' exazple qr provide one of your'own to discuss at length with the
egftireclass*: Discuss the individual pictures, the total sequence,

.. , the movement from beginning to end, and the transition words
used to connect the pictures. Repeat the approach 'for the
deductive method by having .re students sequence-the pictures
beginning with th( thesis sfaternqnt and concluding",with the
examples. ,r.-

_

Whichever organiiational, pdttern Was elected, the student
shouldAte sure to have a Concluding statement Which restates the
position and major arguments. Usua4y, this takes the form'of eithe*

73
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; restatement or thepositi a summary of the major arguments.
' supportinwdsitiort If the dents have each developed at least

one visual essay, they should be able to locate a concluding picture.
. - After they find these finarpictures, the teacher should diruss the

1'#
functionOf the conclusion by usinga good example from the class or

r I 2441 N
one from another t,ou'rie. Again, the teacher should vehall'y 'review. ,
the main points ofthe argumentative essay, illustrating' them with

- one-rod visual - essay.
After students have Worked through the threestages of the

argurnent3tive essay visually and ver6ally, they should he able to
translate one of their essays into pririt. When this is compkted, they
should share the written essays with peers tediscoVer WPere their
reasoning may be Unclear' or where they have' not considered some
Diller arguments. As with other cottipositivris.; thgfriext step is to
revise according to the sample, comments from theii peers and
submit the essay fln final 'evaluation by an audience. Ifabinestude-nts
have difficulty translating their' visual anci.4ibal essay into print,
perhaps they should work on these and compole a finishedessay at

. the visual-verba' 1 level and work ozhe franalalion to prinflatgy. A.
good slide-tape presentation Vrfilm. is at least as periiiasive as a hood
written essay.

.

OCESS 41.0 '

If students are having difficulty with sequencing, they may find
it easier to begin with the process essay since the organization of
ideas in this kindol expOsition is usually very logical and natural. All
one has to do is degcribe.how.tomething is done from.beginning
end. Although this sounds simple, many studots,stillhaye difficulty

when asked, to:explain a proCess either in Viriting r, verbally. They

can perform the action easily, often without thinking about it very-
much; but, when they have todescribe the procedure* someone
else;they.confuse the order. When tfying to explain how to perforin
an act, one first has to visualize that act and then reliveAt. While

liVing the student attempt's to describe .it ,to an audience. The'
difficulty is "not with the Original performances but with the
visualization of that pet:form-mice: In accordance with a. strong

. 4
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premise of this Kok. =` that the teaNS/ begin with the studttat's
strengths and then use those strengths to improve weaker areas 71
belie,ve the place to start for these students is with the original act.

11.

. _

.'' Divide the class into small groups for this activity. Have
each member of each group demonstrate a process for the other
members. of the group. This demonstration could be actual, if
appropriate, or 'dramatized with or without props. As one
student performs the act, the other members of,the group take
notes individually. At the end of each performance the viewers
read their notices to the performer, yiho checks them for
accuracy sand completeness. Then. the- performer takes their
notes and outlines the steps, for performing that act.

.' For those students who have considerable difficulty recalling the
steps in the process, the teacher could have them work in groups and
either draw or take picttifettIo' illultrate the Aplanation. This

,- intermediate step accomplishes several goals. First, it helps, the
student dpractice, ,visualizing the: process by focusing attention
directly on that stage. Second, it facilitates the writ or verbalizing

.., t"pf the process, by giving the student, pictures t
tothe

not only while
itranslating the act into Wors., bikalso 'during the presentation toe . t.

iaudience. Third, this kind of presentation is usually well receiyed by

" , .
an audience and, consequently, the student legitimately e*peVences
.
accomplishing somelhing worthwhile in school, The student, theit,,,

-" has j secttrebaseilspn which to operate atelae,riext stage.
Once the students feetcomfortable verbalizipg and writing their .

processprocess compositiOns., the teachef should, help them improve, by
refining .the, beginning; development, and. ending. As )with all ,, .

.exppsitions, the beginning should immediately bait the audience into
reading of listening to the-restof the.Composition. In the Procasi .

--c-',4-totripositiop:_theotuderlt ould also state the nature oktite act and
possibly, why one aright *sli to perform it.The teacher can use
many of the methods pevio ly described to help the students with fs

1

the beginning, such as using 4 ide ofcompleted model to introduce
a prOc'ess composition on huild'ing a. m:,6de , i

Aiihough -students have alread*cirked on the steps involved in

a specific process, t ey have not conce ntrated on transitions which
help the audience me from-One steptoanothltr. Many sifadents use

,
.. . .
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thes1 transitions easily; others, however, do not. Forlthese studenti
the teacher may find it helpfpl to examine transitions directly, listing

"like common ones on the board and discussing how they help the
audience mike the connections from one step to another.,

pivide the class inhalf. While one half turns away from the
chalk hoard, the ,citheV half should watch you draw an
abstract object on the board. After you finish drawing the object,
have the observers copy it on paper. Then erase it from the board
and have the class work in groups of three, each roue having4t
least one observer and one nonobserver. The Eberver should
dekribe how the object was drawn; ,the rymobseryer should
attempt to re-createit; and the thir'd member, should 'take
accurate notes on what the observer says. After the verbal .
Alescription, have the students' in each group compare the two
drawings and review the written n s, paying parfie{ilar

haveattention to the transitions used. Then have each group share ,

the process essay with the entire Class. As each group reads its
essay, list the transitions on the board. After all have shared
their essays, eview the transitions used and discuss 'alter-

. natives: - .

The end of the process tompositionshould reflect the finished
ad or state the importance of the act. Again, the teacher can initiate
dis,cussion by using a picture of thewmpleted act.such as a Model. Of
course; the discussion wouki differ from the introductory one in that
the phrases .7 ould sUrnme ize and conclude rather than motivate
and introctfe) 0 4

The process, composition is ,valuabie both for its focus on
rice, and for its direct application. Perhaps the most universal.

c of the students is, How is this going to help me outside of the
lassroom? On a strictly practical level, the process composition)es

the most im!nediate releVance for students as they are constAtly
asked to explain how they per an act to audiences. outside oftapo
schoolipin addition, the process co sition can be easily evaluated
by others attempting tolollovv the directions given. Because of the
immediacy and realism of the feedback, the student ii more apt to
catch erriirs than.with most other mdcles of composition. This'canbe
true, however. 16 nly iet,heteacher has the students move back land
forth among-sensory-performance, verbal, and print stages... .

4 i
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Literary AnIjsis
9.

Perhaps the most neglected yet required. exposition in English
compdsition 'is the written analysis of prope and poetry. Many
teachers ask students/0 respond to a literary work and then correct
their response, ihsteirof first giving the students an 4pproach to
'responding. Often, when a teacher reads a student's paper and finds

. it incomprehensible, the teacher feels the student does not under -
stand -the literature. Actually, the student may have an understand-
ing of; the literature, butjust cannot expresj the understanding in
writing. Since this book iS on composition, I ,will emphasize an
approach 'to teaching 'the process of writing are analysis of aVerary.
work.'Because of the complexity of teaching literary techniques and
interpreting those techniques, I will naempt to deal with
teaching literary appreciation in th/s text, but will focus on the
communication of this appreciatiT in print.

The first step in a literary analysis is to briefly summarize what
happened in the story, novel, or poem. This step is often'neglected by
students in their rush to get at the hidden meaning. However, as in
other expositions, the audience needs soiarbackground inf,ormatioy
before, dealing with the thesis In this type of composition, the
background information is what h4pened in the Sork. This
suminarx of the ploAtould be superficial and objective, the purpose
being just to giire necessary information to the audience.

Show the class a nonv al film or slide show Ind ask them
to state what happened fter they have'verbIllized it, ask
each student to write it in e paragraph. After they have
+written their paragraphs4show'the film or slides again and ask
the students to compare what theywrote with what they saw
the second.time. Then they can revise and share their com-,,.
positions with peers for feedback.

After students have tad practice reporting events observed in
-iwisualpreientationk, thei, should attempt to translate their reporting

skills to literary preseritations,. such as short stories. I suggto
beginning with fisual stories to focus attention on the process of
Writing a short report of the plot, rather than on tigematerial it'seg.N
Since rtiOst studion'ts feel Confiderit about their Obseryatiols of visual
pres_entatioris, they usually do not feel threatened wheh asked to

a
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dtscribe what happened in a firm or slide show. However, when
asked to do the same thing with a short story, many of these students

panic and find they are unable to do the assignzirt. The teacher's
task, then, is onStbf first showing the students how to write a short

plot summary; second, giving them Confidence in their abilities to

le thiskind of statement; and third, helping them translate both

knowledge and the confidence to literary works. In order to ease

the transition from visual to print media, the literary lexampres

should not be too difficult. The student should not be hinderedby the

additional barrier of a difficult work to analyze. While teaching the flt

process of composing a literary analysis, the teacher should progress
from the least difficult* to the most abstract and should not even

present extremely difficult works until the student has mastered the

process. Otherwise, the student will be frustrated by'the work and

forsake the p ocess. If this occurs, the teacher's goals for the student

afe 'defeated.
While so e students omit the plot; summary stage in their

analyses, many others dwell on it too long. When teachers ask for an

essay, on what the author meant inith6 work, sometimes the students

submit only a plot summary. They never movto the second level of

analysis: stating what the author meant. One reason for this may be

that the students do not realize .the distinction between what

happened and what the author meant., In order to help them
Understand the difference, the teacher- should discus's- the mond
level of analysii with the class and compare it directly with the'first.

While in the first fevel of analysis, the corrtposer objectively reports

_ what hapciened; in the second level, the composer' discusses an
interpretation of what the author might mean. Initially, this opinion .

is base4 on the reader's emotional and sensory reaction.to the literal),

work. Often,it is iniperpretation of the author's tone or attitu4t

toward what happened.. . _

Show a nonverbal film in which the filmmaker displays an
obvious point of view. Befonkshowing the fOlm, ask the studern.
to look for what happened ifithe film and their feelings about
what happened. After the film have the clfss briefly report what
happened. Then 6k them how they felt about the actio fter
they give their answers, ask them if they think the author
the same way. Discuss possible clues in the film indicating why

r1
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the author might feel this war-aoo. Write some of the better
clues down on the board to bused later to develop this part of
the aixlysis.

Once able tRinterprei the theme of a work, the student has to
learn how to support an interpretation. As with most expositions,
the composer has tosupport generalizations with evidence.ln this
case the evidence takes the form of examples and clues ,from ,the
literary text. After 'forming the initial 'interpretation, the student
should attempt to test it by applying it throughout the literary work.
If the interpretation is correct, the events and statements in the Work
Will support it. If it iscingorrect, they will contradict it. However, most
students find that some parts of the work -support ,their -inter-
pretations while others contradict itrThey have,to learn to ml$1ify
their theses so that all the pieces fit. Then, they are ready to deferM
their arguments by demonstrating how their interpretations can be
applied. throughout the work, citing specific,, key examples as
evidence.

In the concluding statements in a literary analysis, the student
should . reiterate the interpretation of the. author's theme and,
possibty, die worth of the work to the student asanindividual. The
opening of the conclusion is similar tolhiliiri other expositions. The
closing of the conclusion, hOwever, is differeniOn that a new idea is
introduced: the 'composer's opinion of the universality or worth of
the work. It is- at-this point that the composer leaves the objective
perch and passes jUligment on the literary effort. It is important that
the student realize the difference between interpretationof the work
and evaluation of the work as it affects thaindividual. Liking or not
liking a stay should not interfere with repfhting what happened or
interpreting the author's point of view. This judgment should be
reserved for the end and should be stated as a value jiid'gment, rather
than as-an objective analysis of the work.

Instruction in these steps in Writing a literary analysis can take
many forms. One way would be to introduce each step and explore it
indbidually and then pUll theni all into context at the end with a
review of the entire profess. A second way would be to use one work
to stimulate verbalizing the ideaiand f011oW it all the way through
the process. The following activity can be uired in either method.
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Using a short narrative film, explore or review t tire
14rocess with the students. Show the film 'once, asking the
students -to vote what happens in the narration. After this
.showing, ask them to report the events. Asiheygive the report,
write it on an overhead transparency. Refine this paragraph
with the ehiss and save it until later. Now, show-the film agaik:--
asking students to note what the author rreant. After the film
ask for the various opinions. As the students give thenulist the
interpretations "on the board. After you have a good number
listed, ask the,class to select the most promising for testing and
possible development. Take these interpretations and ask the
clap to see if they fit in the film and, if they do, jOt down
supporting examples from the film. Show the film a third time.
After this showin k students which interpretationi fit best.
This should ell -nate all but two or three. Select one and
develop it by sup rting it with examples given by the class. As

--therlasslevilop.sityerbally, write their comments on another
overhead transparency...After they have finishea their verbal
development, refine the written development with them,
concentrating on theSupporting details in'the analysis. Now ask

them for a Concluding paragraph, concentrating on the sum -
tnarizing of the thesis or interpretatidn, or on the value of the
theme of the work to the students.

As in the other explorations of the process.of writing, the
teacher should begin instruction with nonthreatening materials,
such as films or some short stories. Using these materials the teacher

can direct the students througt the process by asking them to
respond verbally and in writing eb specific questions, for example,
What happened? What did the author mean? What are examples
from the work? Instruction in the process should begin with a full

class exploration, perhaps with a short film. This would ensure that

qg
the experience is common to all the students.,After demonstrating
how students can work through the process, the teacher should have
students work in small groups or pairs, practicing the process with

, ample opportunity for interaction during their work. Finally, each

ent should attempt to follow the process independently. After

(--gtst ents are comfortable with the process .f f writing a littrary
a alysis, they should be able to work with more sophisticated

terials than those used to teach the process of writin the analysis.
en, they can concentrate on the techniques of a

80
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The activities presented throughout this text represent compo--
nept skills in writing compositions. The effectiveness of the activity

dtsfei-miped by the amount of transfer the student is able to make
from the exercise to writing a complete composition. Consequently,
the teacher should have students incorporale -the skill under
consideration in a-fullcomposition as often as possible. During this
incorporation students should follow the general composing process:

. -Reacting to a stimulus: verbalizing thoughts and feelings lout
a specific stimulus

Experimenting: trying new ways to translate these thoughts
and feelings into print, playing with words

Writing a rough draft: putting the words into a total com-
munication to someone else, concentrating on the ideas and style
rather t dri-the-mecha-nics-ancl -neatness

.

Sharing' with others: testing the eftectivenets of the com4
munication and exploring alternative methods of presentation

'Revising' the work: rewriting the compotion, incorporating
suggestions and ideas gleaned from the sharing experience

Submitting the composition: giving the finished product to the
final audience for reaction,

A
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CHAPTER 5

Grading

j,)

j.,
Usually, when we mark a Student for composition, we have the

student write several compositions over the course of the unit; grade
al-A-One;and assign an average of all the grades. This approach poses
several problems. First,* confuses instruction with evaluation.
While we are asking students. to try' new techniques and different

ideas in their compositions, we are also telling Them that they will be

graded on the effectiveness of the composition: Altholigb this may
insure-most will do the work, it will deter all but the mostsecure from ,;'

1st
experimenting. On the contrary, most will follow The "safe",road,

using techniques and style they Nye found successful in the.past.
'Second, this approach to grading assuilts- that all the com-

positions Are equal since any average can only be used when all
numbers have the same value. Indeed, the oppOsite. Is the case. Seine

topics will interest some stidents more than others at different
..;fN times. On some days, i' student May not, feel like writing and,

consequently, May no put forth a matimum effort. In addition;the
teacher 7iiy have abetter attitude while grading one paper one time

than anothet atklaieetime. All of these factors and many more
invalidate the aveiikt'since some B's are higher or lowei than-other
B's depending on the time, conditions, and-stimuli used.

Finally, the grading of each composition often detracts from the

learning experienc When a teacher returns a parer th a

grade, and a comm'eNt, the student usually looks at th rage nct,

r
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4
gitees cursory glances At .the comment. In short, the student is
influenced primarily by the grade, not br the detailed reaction of the
teacher. Even more tlf trimental to learning is the Subsequent
inclination to write on y to improve a grade, 'rather thin to write a
better tompositioii. However, if we do not grade every composition,_
how. Call.we mark students?

Ultimately, most teachers- have to assign 'grades to students.
ate way to do this is to-give tihree marks over the course of the
composition unit: one lot-improvement, one fvreffort, and one for
quality. Improvement should be bas 5d on 'a pre-Post sitiation with
thestimulus and' directions IReing the same for each testing period. -

This May be a one-period writing assignment or, even bettera two-,
period assignment in which the student can write a ,rough draft
curing the first period and 'a final, draft duringthe second. if it
takes ttr days,it would be better to allow the sttident to follow the
composing process voluntarily than to force the student to submit a
first -draft for evaluatidn. The pre -test should be given prior to
instruction in composition and the post-test given at the end of
instruction. To determine the grade for improvement, the teacher
shpuld examine each student's pre- and post-tests together. If the .
post-test isatiperiot to the pre-test, the student has improved. If not,
the studgnt -may not have improved. :

Effort may be evaluated very easily by maintaining a folder for
each student throughout the composition unit. Since all the student's
work is contained in'that folder, the effort is readily demonstrated. If
the folder is,erniply, thestudent,has put forth little effort. If it
Hai student should prObably receive an A flu effort, especially if all
the work is of acceptable quality. Since papers *e easily misplaced, I

.

suggest the teacher keep the folder in school atll times and have the
student place all work there wheti 'completed.

Quality iS" usually_ the most difficult area to evaluate. Often,
teachers take studenespost recent composition and determine
the student's ability on the basis of the quality of that work. This is
not fair to all students. Theigst stimulus may have been fascrnatirop,-,
to some and 'boring to others; some students may have been in the
prime of health and enthusiasm While others were ill and
interested. Rather, it would 6e moreitgurate'lo allow the scudent to

.;
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submit the best effort over the course of the unit as evidence of
quality. in addition, I would give students the opportunity toteyise
their works_ once more before submission to be sure I had the very
bestothey could offer. - 'L.

Evaluation of , quality poses an additio prol?lem. What is

"Air
. qtiality? Somkimes, we confuse quality. ith ne4tnes,.and

mechanical correctness because it is easier to grade,these aspects
than somnebulous area like style. One VAiaito examinequality is to
establish the aspects of quality for each type. gif writinir These
aspects or criteria should be developed with the students at the
beginning of the'unit. For example, when working with narration,
the teacher could give the students a short story to read and then
discuss the criteria ,they would use to evaluate it. Ultimately, the
hitcher should try to draw from them' criteria such as interest,
,character, depiction, conflict pr plot deyelopment, word choice, 4
sentence structure, and usage. The 'criteria should reflect those.
aspects of narration which the teacher plans to examine most closely

--, with the students during the unit. Once the criteria arespecified,
teacher and students can, 'valuate sample narrations written by
others d ing the unit, rating them on the basis of theie criteria.. By

the end the unit, evaluation of quality should be' easier for

4 everyone concerned since all are familiarivith criteria and procedure.
Once the teacher has all three glades (improvemerit, effort,and:?,

quality), rite final mark should not be just an average of the three.
Rather,e teach& should weigh-the separate grades in respect to
age and ability of the studentaand the purpoi'e of the instruction. For
example, with the insecure, sevens grade student; I would place

. greater value on improvement and e rt than on quality; while for
the confident writer?at the tuilf grade evel, or a student in twelfth 4#....

grade, I might place more emphasis on quality. The finamark should, .

be a humane sulgctive. evaluation of the individual ltudent in
rItion to the purpose of the particular composition prAgraz.

.

Grading is'necessary in ourpzesent system. If we rffluse tnr, ale':
students in tomposition at'all, they will either value this work very
little or theyWill be ultimately penalized as someone, will probably ' I

ask for a grade. rading on the basis of pre-post improvement,
ireftbrt, andu alit seems to be fair since it does give a reflection of the4

4 0 '.
..

. a -.
. .
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_ student's ability and interest without turning each composition into
a test, at best an anxiety-produCing situation for till but the most
successful and-confident students.

and*ith a .humarie evaluation system. nd a logical instructional
.... ...

piocecture based on the composing process using a variety of media, '.
Ai teachers should be able to improve both the composing abilities of,. 1,

t. 'I' students as well as their attitudes toward writing. While not every
_ student will actua4 enjoy writing; at least. they should feel

comfortable with the _task; owknowand k fl to their most ,

effective cemrnunication. _ 40 .
, t I
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Appendix

PRODUCTION HINTS:

Slides

Filmstrips

Visis'al Pillows

, Ov'erhead Trans pa renciiP

Roller Movie

Stringy Paintings 4
ftatsiThtic, and. Flannel Boards

p

I/ p

4

e

to

Slides. -
. ,

.
_ . .

- 1' Basically all you need to matte slides is,Dide film, such as Kodacbrome,

.4.
Agfac-hrorne, Ektaceme, 61c. then take 'the picture just as you

would with ,print film. This 'applies to 35mm single-lens-reflex,

(S.C.R.:) meras and instarnatics.* However, a few suggestions about

phcrtoco ing might be in order in case yopwish to copy. pictures

API . from books, magazines, other pictutes, efc., and project as slides.-

a' ,

Materials A.

-1'. Ideally, you should have a photocopying stand, Photolamps, a # , ,

35mm (S.L.R.) camera, and sli'dcfilm. If your lamps use tungsten
'

s,

111

.A

Via

A single- lens -- reflex camera is e which allows youto view theobject througtitie lens of the

camera You see what you get he instamatic camera has a rangekider Yoti ew the Abject

through an aperture differs,. m the lensi The closer fou get to the object, the greater the

cliscreparkcy between whit yO see and what=you get

ar
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light bulbs, like those in your home, you will peed tungsten slide 6.
film, such as Kodak Ektachrome EHB..

.2: If all you have is, a. 35mm S.L.R. camera, you can hold it in your
- , hand And take the slide of the picture in natural light, providing'

the picture is not too small. Remember, the poorer the light and-
: smaller the picture, the steadier-the camera has to be. i

3., If you do not have a 35mm S.L:R: camera, you can use the Kodak
."'Ektagrimilic Visualmaker, which is designed to make photocppy-

ins as 'easy as taking a picture with.an instamatic Camera! For
. , ioformation.on this, see your lbcal camera dealer or write Eastman'

Kodak,. 343. State Street, Rochester, -New York 14608. 14
.

... Techniques ,
l

With stand, lamps, and 3.5ntifi-S:L.R. camerae
1. Lay picture, book, magazine, etc. flat on the copy stand. If it will

not lie flat, place a piece of clean window' glass on top of it.
2: Attach camera to stand and adjust untilticture is in focus. You .

may have to use extension tubes or a macro lens if the picture
too small. Extension flbbek are rings Which are placed 15etvthn the.
lens and the camera. The largerthe ring, the closer You-tairget to
youttobject. A macro lens is a special close-up lens which erlabler.
you _to take pictures of very smarobjects. With these attach-

-;" fa-eats-you can-phoTocopy a pO4tage- stamp: 7
3. Adjust lightinetfighting can be regulated several nays:

(,a) by ;adjusting the light source; *
(b) by adjusting the size of the lens opening (F-stop) itie lower

the number (e.g.,2.8), the greater the opening, consequently.
the greater the amount of.light; and 4

cop by regulati theohust.ter -speed the slower the'speed,_the
greater theIotai mount of light. To determine the amount of
light necessary, se,either. light meter or the light meter in
the camera, if there is one. When adjusting the photolamps, be
sure to. keep tlie angle of reflections 14s than 45!, otherwise"

45 1

you may have a glare in, the slide.
No Be lure .to take'the film speed (AA) into accciunt

when adjusting lighting. I

40
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4. When you get your.slides 1;ackirom the proc'eror, yo might find
at some of the:pictures you copied do not fill t s ide. You can

nxercome this br.using one of the two following. methods:
(a) When you take,the original copy, use for wide (4-) strips of

heavy black Pape t to provide black borders around the picture.
SW After you have the slide processed, takgmasking tape and put.

it over the unwanted areas of. the 'sae.

5- It you wish to photocopy slides and you do not"haveactess
slide-copier, you can use a '3.5ir m S.L.R. carriera, a slide projector,
and- a screen. In this case, project _Jae slide on the scren, adjust
cam ra for focus and lighting, and take the copy.a

_

Note: Use tungsten film and n'ptdor put the camera on a,
surface beta-use you will probably have to shoot at a slow

spied. YOu can also take pictures of films:aril:1 TV programs the
sSzne. way. This technique is particularly good if you wish to
ju'xiapose two slides. In this instance use t*oprojeetors at the
same time and then take the topy.

)
(F ilmstrips ....-

...

Tiiere are two kinds of finstrips you can rake for classroom user -

a) photocopied or directoictures and b) hand - produced. In genetal, if

you ire interested in the first type, I -would 'suggest yoii use slicks
. .

. instead.

, ip 'Photocopied or direct pictwes: , ,,,

,.

M. ,
1. If you have a single-frame camera,",lust follow the procedures

k bscribed under "Slides'. and instruct the film processor not to
. mount the slides and to leave the roll intact: letbis4tre the top of

the picture is always at the right side of the camera. Most cameras, ...

1,, however,' are '&0101e 'frame and will require a irhtly more,
elaborate procedure. # i , .Th*

, .i. 4
4 . .

use2. If you have '35mm 5.1..1t, catnera, you vgill have to use aframe for

'" . 1,...
he picturls at you endtp Witirtwo pictures perframe. lifter

..
: I , ' . .

. t ,

. 88 ,
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you tnakethe.fraine, follow the procedures outlined'in "Slides"
our ust the frame and two pictures per copy. Instruct the film

. 'processor not to Mount the slides and ti leave the roll intact.
kote: Be sure to sequence all your pictures before shooting.

You 'Cannot chaage the sequence afterward (so, take special
care with the orientation of the piCtures the fraiiye (top ana,
bottom). ou probably do not want any't0 pear sideways in the

.

. middle of 4 presentation.*

Hanfl-produced:
. . .

"coce edure is yery easy, but also time - consuming. You can buy
kits for producing. filmstrips by hand, but sometimes the cost is
prohibitive., , 4

A veY ;inexpensive alternative is to upe an outdated gr
ipefie6ivecomrhercial filmstrip; "bleach 'and write or draw on it
using acetate pens; acrylic .paint, or in is ink. The steps are as

., follows: -

1. ake the commercial filmstrip and mark off the frames on a piece
or white paper.

' 2. Put the strip in a jar vittiabout 1" to 2" of bleachi cover; and shake
Atli the strip-looks clean: .

...

3. Rinse:emulsion and bleach -off. Ifstripii not clear, repeat process
(you Can probably reuse the bleach). :

.
it4. Tape the white paper with frames marked oat t on a.working

. '' able, Tape the film trip over it fspyou can see where the frames
.,:..,are. .

. ,i,
5. Using acetate or VI- pens, draw your pictures or write your

,,,
words on the film , cateltil with the orientation,

Note: Try to 11 eatli frame since the projected iniage will
show a' l' t of white, otherwise. Ye can even. provide a` col"
backgroun coloring the other. ,Lide of the strip if )cou Wish. 1 ,..

'S

l ProliA good source for more coOpteteidetatl for both shdesand lA stnrs Is rang Slides anAtc....,

Fs tr,ps. E;stmain kodik 7 %,

N. #
i
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F.

L

Maul ?plows
;Although- these may seem v ery "gimmicky," they eften do motivate
student wortk'and theydo Wei; an extradimension not available with

. 'the other visuals., e
,

1111001
i 4

Materials: :
,

.

i 1
la

'Clear contact. paPer, scissors, straw, and pieces of paper, such as
pictuies, poems, compositions, etc.

4

Procedri: .

z 1.: -take two equal-sizgd pieces of paper. Nijo for
2. 'Lay one piece of paper op the clear contact paper and measure for

4 . cutting. Allow at' least a one-inch border around the piece of

paper.

3. Using this measurement, cut two pieces 'of contact paper.

4. Peel backing off Cdictact pap%r and lay contact papesticky aide" s. ,

up on table.

#'

ifpFeral,
.5. Plate one piece of paper (picture side.down) in iiadleof contact

.
paper. . . ....

..e

--"" 6. Place straw oft...one corner of conta/t paper so that the 'straw
.._ NI _ .., .

extends -o'er the piece. of paper and over the table.
.0 I*

7.qiepeat process (except for straw) .with othe sheet of contact.

paper. . .- .
.,

:. -..Place second sheet 'of contact paper directly on top of first so
.Alk that both sticky sides touch. . . ,.

4 t ---\

9. Make, the contact firm 'all around theeres of paper erpt
-.....

where thg straw protrudes., . .
A <-

! 10, Holing the "pillow""on both sides of the straw,,b w into stsaw .

uptil the "pillbw" is completely blown*up (You is ht even w nt ,,,,,

. -a-little extra to cor(ipensate for loss when stra is re yeti )
,,

1. Quickly pull straw out.and seal the hole. Billow can be blown up
again-by peeling contact paper apart and reinserting straw.

..

fr

C.,, 0.1J 5

te:
..
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L 'Overhead Trans riaitnties
.7There are many ways of ploducini transparenelervarying

from using acetatepens or grease periqls and marking them diiectly
by hand to-using the diazo Process or a coPyinemacine. All of these

' methods .have been fully 'described in mini good ...audiovisual
textbooks. The "lift" ,process; ,howevef,: has notes Although this
method does not produce the pr&ssional resells* of the .diazi)
method or the clean copy of the olTet methods, it is one which
students can do safety in the classrbom and end up with interesting
'color transparencies of magazine pictures.(providiri the magazine
picttire was in color originally). .°

'
1. Locate and cut out pictures which you v'ish to use to make

transparencies.

7

Take a piece of clear contact paper, lay it on top of the picture, and
rub it to maice sure the picture is firmly-stuck to it. Tily to nib out

, any air bubbles.

3. Place contact paper d picture in warm water and let soak for a
few minutes. (So times a small amount of detergent` can be.
added to help loosen the paper.) ..

.
as e

4; After theipaper Seems loose, peel it off oPthe contact paper. (Mot. ce
sure all the riape i is off.) ',. - 4

5. Place a .pieice of acetate (plastic) on the sticky side of the contact.
paper. (You can also rinse the contact paper to remove* the
stickiness.) ' ; .

(7. 'Project on. screen.

"Roller Movie. - .1

. StUdents can build a roller tr,ioxie to show a s uence ofideas, either
expdsitory 'or narrative. Not -only willLthis helpthen) demonstrate

er, but th erprociess Of creating
ith /ollow g directitins, tealpwork,

.1 9

. 4i

their ideas i
the roller m
etc.

an enjoyat/le m
vie will help th

.0

.

I .

I..
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Materials: ,.
. .

le Alk it :
Cardboaitl, 1,6 Apitgef and wider than tliepaper two long
rollers (such'as dowels) about four inches longer thi is Wide,

strips of paper that can beCdrawn on.
. . ..

Procedure: - 1 1.
eo

1. Draw ideas on the paper; seqUenc them; and attach sb that all the
`pictures can be viewed sequentiall as one long strip with the firit
picture on top.' Attach Aide and credit pictures and a few blank .. .

Pa bothfends. ,. A
21,

2. C rectangular hole, in the b'otfoni of the box. The hole should be
la e 4TiOugh for each picture, but small enough ,so only one 4

Pi re can be seen at A time..,

3. I ert rollers through the sides of the box: one above and one,
below the hole so that their ends extend bryond tiiibol. -

. , , ...
4. Wind strip of pictures' on bottom roller so the .-firs

on last.

5.. Attach 41;e top a the pi re strip to the top r011er.
.

6. Roll movie either with narration or captiOns,

'...

. String Painting

Although usually found ifi' the at class, string _painting altows '77"L
students to let their imaginations roam and motivates them to . ...

.

envision ideainneierday_s_ . , ,. , .

. .

Materials: ; . . '
. , ,

Tempera paint' (especially bl#k), thick string (enough so. each .

participant canlvve at least 12 inches), topstiuction paper (usualtir ,
white), ipeNtowels,(to wipe paint off hands, tables, etc.), crayons. '.

edure:
. 1

. *

a

4 =:

A

I

j
V

I. Have, itudents Work in pawls. Give each pafracCess to paint, two., ,-.
.

strings, two pieces of cone,fruction p4per, tower,, and crayons.
, .

.

tA4

'
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. : 2. Tak one piec4,of construction paper and crease.it in the middle;. . .,----
leave open 'on- table. .

. . .

3. Dip string into paint and wipe off with fingers as pull it Out-

of the paint. , 1 ..
i

.4. Lay the string on one side of the creased construction paper,- +'..

hanging end of string over the side. .
r'5. Have partner fold paper over the string_and while partner holds

, it gently but firmly, poll string out with asteady motion.

6. Open paper and let dry.
. .

7. Color the outline to form a picture.

Magnetic and Flannel Boards
.

Both of these are easy to make 'anclrenablestudents to manipulate
figurefsiend pidures easily. In addition, they alloW students.to create
their own images for the manipulation.

MAGNETIC HOARD

, v.

1. 04 piece magnetic paperboard, a special paper to which magnets
will stick:'A 30f by 40" piece can be.obt4ined from graphic arts
supplt spresifor' ab4ut $1130. This piece scan then by cut, into
smaller ones Oor your use. , (.

2. I4agnefic tape adhesive on one sine: Three.tv6o t.strip- s
oile inch wide are available for about $2.00.. These strips can ali6
be cut' , . r .

.
3. A mounting board might be needed; an Dtd, piece of plywood will

serve. /

4.. Small ictures, such as cartoon characters from Sunday comics.,
, . II

.
Procedure: .

. 0 .'

1. cut the paper to mount citi .the arc!, For' small group work,
a.12" by, 12" p' e might be iaage enough. 4

i .

2 19r
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1. .1i ,%
,

2. Co out picturei to place on,magnetic strip. 'Thete pictures an be

from comics, magazines,ielf-drawn, etc .°

3. Cut pieces of magnetic strip to fit to pictures.
. . - t

,
4. Peel backing- off strip andastick pictures on it.

.-----si.
:S. Put pictures_ on magnetic board.

4 ' . ..

Note:" You can also color a scene on the board directly to pro- ".

:vide-a background, for the pictures. *
40

FLANNEL BOARD - -A... .
Materials: . le,

..

1. Mounting board such is that usecpfor,magnetic board, about

, 24' by 3Ncks, .
-,,,,

., ,.

2. Piece of cotton flannel °Melt about 3g, by 34".

3. Materials such as felt, flannel, and sandpaper.

4. Pares, glue, scissors.

Procedure:

1. Vold the flannel over one Sideef mounting board-- about two

inches .ancr tack. '

2. Stretchsthe flannel across' the board; fold over tithe

3. Repeat for top and bottom. "

side; and tack.

. , ,..

`4. Student` can cut. igures -out of other pieces cffiarthel dr felt or..
,

they ca cut pictures out of magazines tc., and pasfe t em on

san r. These Will adhere to the fl
manip ated by th'e students. "*"..

* . -'

tr

nel 'and can then be
.

1
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